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Vic Patntrab Etitning *ttn.
VOL. XXI. NO. 113

IMMINENT PERIL
BY BROKEN RAFT
Thrilling Adventure of Five
Men on Ohio River

PADUCAH. KY.. SATURDAY EVENING. MAY 11 1907.
OFF DAY AT BOISE.
Boise, Idaho, May 11.—Thls
Is another off day for both sides
in the Moyer-Haywood case, as
far as attorneys are concerned,
but agents for both defense and
prosecution are actively examining records of men being summoned to int as jurors, and
these reports are being put into
shape for the attorneys' convenience.

ENORMOUS GAINS
IN BANK RECORDS

10 CENTS PER WEEK

BE GOOD, DOGGIES!

CICERO ANDERSON
IS OUT OF PRISON

Marked in Clearings for Same
Weeks of 1906 and 1907.

Executive Clemency Igor Slayer of John Mix

Raft Strikes Piling and Threatens
Destruction to Frail Gasoline
Boat.

,ft•
•

•

STORY YACHT LOST.
Retail Trade Shows Languor on AcYoung Man, Who Killed Companion
New York, May 11.—All hope
count of Backward Weather But
._..
Au Quarrel in Red Light eels.
Lead& By comparison.
WAS OliAdont`d lodes for Medea.—
Story's Yacht, "Rita," with Captrict, Given chance,
tain Olaf Jacobson and a crew of
six. It is believed she has gone
CABLE BREAKING SAVES THEM.
BETTER. THINGS
IN
STORE.
to the bottom with all aboard.
WORD WAS RECEIVED TODAY.
The yacht sailed from Miami,
Florida, 42 days ago for New
York, and since then nothing has
Five men were in imminent peril
Bank clearings
$854,791
of death by drowning yesterday af- been reported.
Cicero Anderson the youth, who
Same week last year
S28,772
ternoon it 6 o'clock when a large
killed young John Mix, last summer
CANADA ALARMED.
raft struck sunken piling used by the
in a row in the rear of a
Increase .....
26,010
saloon at
Nerinnipeg, May 11.—Genuine
Illinois Central transfer boat as a
Ninth street and Kentucky avenue
alarm is felt throughout the CA.
pier they were:
and was sentenced, will not go to
Two big weeks in the business
the
'radian west Over our possible
Charles Brigmeyer, Paducah.
world are seen in comparison of the
penitentiary, having been pardoned
shortage in wheat acreage. Busiby Governor Beckham. His attor
bank clearings for the 'eat
C. B. Witzer Pearl, Ill.
week
ness in general does not appear
neys Hendrick, Miller and
and the corresponding week of 1906.
Irving Witzer, Pearl, Ill.
Marble
affected by the situation, in
have been busy in his behalf sin
The increase of this week over the
Two unknown owners of the raft.
spite
of
the
serious
tone
of
his
the
same week of iast year is not significonviction at the April term and
The raft was being
towed
to
discussion. erepire creek reports
cant, but the increase of the same
sentenced to two years' imprisonBrookport by the gasoline boat or
three inches of snow and free-sment. Considerable sympathy was
week in 1906. over the correepontling
the Witter brothers when the piling,
ing weather, destroying much of
expressed for the misguided boy, and
week of 1905, was $170,000, showwhich the rising river had covered,
the young stock on the ranges.
a petition was circulated and
ing that the gain last year was somewas struck. Impelled by the swift
signed
here. His mother is a widow woman.
thing
of
a
spurt
while
the
clearings
current and the strong wind, the raft
CHILDREN BURN.
His attorneys received
this year are in keeping with a steady
a, telegram,
broke asunder and half was forced
East Liverpool, 0., May II.—
high
announcing
record.
The
his release tieday. The
clearings
big
this
upon the piling in a perpendicular
In a fire, which destroyed their
attorneys secured a suspension
week
come in spite of indifferposition.
of
home this morning, Leo, aged 7,
ent welter. Retail trade still shows
sentence for 60 days to lay the matSuspended on the top of the perand Ruth aged 5, children of
ter before the governor, and Andera languor from
the 'unseasonable
pendicular logs, Charles Brigmeyer,
Mrs. Neill Laird, a poor widow,
son has been in Paducah awaiting
weather and many lines of wholesale
of Paducah, every moment expected
were burned to death. Three
executive action.
trade, too. But the
manufacturers
to be crushed with the downward
other children
were rescued.
are still running at their napacity
plunge of the raft. But the wind
Wm. Laird was seriously injured
and the demand for unskilled labor is
SERIOUS CHARGE.
—Williams in Philadelphia Ledger.
and current held the raft erect seby jumping.
strong.
curely. until he was rescued by the
Two Boys in Jail Charged With
Real estate transactions
have
('sitowners of the raft in a skiff.
MAI) MARKET.
slackened from the inability of dealting Drunk Man.
At the same time, the Witzer broth
Chicago, May 11.—A mad
ers to get customers out in
bad
ere in their gasoline boat were facmarket obtained in the wheat
Will Hamilton and Will Alexander,
weather. When the balance sheets
ing instant death by the onslaught
pit this morning. Excitement was
alias Coots Eggleston. are in jail
are struck July 31, an increase in deof the raft when through
at a tierce heat as May, July and
mistake
charged with assault and battery. It
posits and earnings doubtless will be
the engine was started. The sudden
September wheat Showed adis claimed that they cut Mack
shown at all the hanks. A harder
Mcvances of 1 3-8 over last night's
Jerk of the engine gave the boat a
Kinney, a nilU laborer, in a lumber
test of prosperity would be hard to
close. Trade was enormous.
spurt, whieh broke the cable that
yard on South Third street last
find than the Influence of the weathnight
Sidewalk on First Street Will Be Senator Campbell
Says Saloon Will No More Danger of Smallpox Epi- while he was drunk.
tied them to the raft, and their boat
er on trade this spring, yet the tone
McKinney was
GET WORST OF IT.
shot out into the river and to safety.
found last night In a serious condiof conditions is still buoyant.• AnTwelve Feet Wide and City and
Remain Closed Until Something Is
demic, and Three Hundred People
Passe', N. J., May 11.— BurUsing their oars frenziedly, the
tion and brought to the city
ticipation of better weather for the
hall
Telephone Company Have Trouble
glars, who blew the safe in the
where the injury was dressed.
Dane in His Behalf—No Tips
two owners of the raft escaped danfarmers and merchants points the
Have Been Vaccinated iii
Niqe
Pageneral
store
of Alvin Webb, at
trolman James Clark 'emit to work
view forward In the whole industrial
ger from the heavy logs and were
for Nothing.
Given
Out,
Clinton, this morning, were disSquares on SOW!' Side.
on the case and eurceeded in getting
world.
out in the river a hundred yards
appointed, as they only secured
evidence he feels sure will convict
when they saw Brigmeyer's danger31 p eyries. The thieves left a
the two.
ous position.
Without
hesitation
Li
valuable gold chain, which once
PitoPFIRTY OWNERS MUST PAY. MAYOR REVOKES
they returned to his rescue.
HIS LICENSE. BUT THREE CASES DEVELOPED.
if 0,1
belonged to President Santa
EIGHTEEN
STUDENTS ARE
All experienced rivermen, they say
Anna, of Mexico.
TAKING AN EXAMINATION
that it was the closest call of their
lives. The undertaking of towing
After going to all the trouble and
GRAIN MARKET.
Bond for an appeal was execiite1
Vaccination by the wholesale in
The last examinations for county
the raft with the gasoline boat was
expense of removing their telephone
Cincinnati, May 11.—Wheat.
in the case of the commonwealth the district affected by the pupils of graduates is being held today at
begun reluctantly, but the urgent reand light poles to the center of the
SR; corn, 5111%; oats, 10.
against W. M. Mitchell, saloon keep- the Lee school, has been accomp- Lone Oak. Eighteen pupils are bequest of the raft owners, who said
T. C. Frick, of Florence Station. pavement on First street between er at 1000 North Tenth street, who lished this
week. Dr. B. T. Hall ing examined. They are Rudolph
they were unable to secure help.
Washington street, was fined
received word today that his brother, Broadway and
UGH! WINTER.
in pollee court yesterday working under instructions from Dr. Naylor, Acton Cox, Willie Heath, Ifie
caused them to try. Today the raft
the city and the telephone company
L. C. Frick, a second-hand dealer at
Chardon, 0., May 11.-1'wo
morning. The case will come up for W. T. Graves, health officer. has
Vac- Faith and Una Stone, Oliver Page,
must move them back to their former
is still where it struck, half susGalena, Kane was shot and killed by
inches of snow
trial in September at the regular cinated persons in nine squares.
was on the
Romney — Ross, Laois
In Willie Ezell
positions.
pended perpendicularly on the piling
Tee specifications for the
robbers, who got $540.; Mr. Frick
term of court unless arrangements this territory he has
ground today. Temperature is
vaccinated 110 Stewart, Allie *hurray, Jearaidine
reconstruction of First street called
Between 200 and 3.00 heavy logs
had sold out to come home, when an
are made for an earlier trial, and school children and
Ragsdale, Torrence
at freezing point. Boys snow
Williams, Zula
altogether, 300
for an eight foot pavement on the
composed the .raft and it had been
ex-city marshal told him he would
Senator Campbell, for the defendant, persons.
Willingham
balled passers-by on Main street.
Birdie Adcock, Mable
Anybody that possibly
west side. Superintendent Keebler of
well made up or it would have split
stated this morning he is perfectly
lead Mr. Frick to where gold watchs
might have been exposed to the Holland, Annie Temple, ledviie Ross
the city lighting plant and the teleIn a hundred pieces when the colliswilling to have it tried at any time.
and Greenville Hanson.
es, previously stolen from him were
NEW CRATERS.
smallpox
cases, were vaccinated if
phone company gait week moved 11
ion with the piling occurred. To its
Using as evidence the fine in pohidden. They went out and
Meseino, Sicily, May 11.—New
were poles back
their
old
scars
were
not
satisfactO
the
eight foot line fol- lice court
holding together as well as it did,
BODY OF MISSING WOMAN
yesterday morning, Mayor
crater* have opened in Mount
held up, the niarshal falling down lowing
tory. He will ntlish his work today.
directions from the engineer's
they owe the fact that they are alive
HAM NOT YET BEEN FOUND.
Yeiser revoked Mitchell's license and
I'll nit and Stronemili, while erupand Mr. Frick fighting and being ohice.
Health Officer Graves now thinks
The general council yesterJay
as any one of the logs striking the
had It. served. Senator Campbell reshot. The marshal is under arrest.
tions are increasing. Observato•
that the Lee school may be safely
considering a petition
of property fused
frail gasoline boat or skiff would
Rivernien are still speculating
to give out his plan of action,
ries at Messina and Cantania
L. C. Frick was 50 years old and was owners to make
opened next Monday week, Only
a 12 foot sidewalk,
have crushed them, precipitating the
over
bat
the
being
on
asked
disappeara
continue to register slight earthwhether or not
nce from the towraised near Florence station.
decided that it could be done providthree cases of smallpox have been
occupants into the river and probabMitchell would remain closed he
boat Henrietta of Miss Robbie Wootil
quake *Mocks.
ed
the
property
found
so
far,
owners
due
to
the
asenergetic ac- ruff, stewardess
ly injuring them in the contact.
said: "For the present Mitchell will
of the boat. Thil
I.ONGSHOREME N.
sumed the
cost
tion in (loving the schools and other
of
the ad- have to keep
Helping Them Out.
his
saloon
Henrietta lost a fuel flat near the
closed
until
New
York,
May
SPANISH CLAIMS.
11.—Seven
dition and of moving the telephone
prevent
lie
measures.
Shortly after .5 o'clock yesterday
something is done in his behalf."
Tennessee river bridge Wednesday
hundred striking kingehorenien
Washington, May 11.— The
and light poles back
to that line.
afternoon a skiff with the owners of
and
later missed the young woman.
invaded the pier of the Italian
president today announced apThis morning men were at work putOff For Vacation Trip.
the raft pulled up to. the dry docks
If she fell overboard her body has
line this morning, armed with
pointment of Lawrence Sherman,
ANOTHER BAND.
ting the poles back in their old holes.
Mr. Philo Alicott left last night for
and asked for help lb landing the
not been found and it is thought the
claim and boathooks and forciof Illinois, to succeed C. J. DieDetroit, Micheewhere be will be joinraft at Brookport. Charles Brigkerns, resigned, as member of
boat was not near enough the bank
bly drove from the deck of the
Prof. C. Jackson Is Increasing His ed by Mr.
NO MORE OPEltA.
Blanton Allen on a trip to
meyer, the Belgian watchman of the
steamer Campania 130 Italian
the Spanish treaty claims comto allow her to leave it.
Organization.
Canada, New York City, and
the
docks, and the Witzer brothers
strikebreak
mittee. Dieketna resigned on acers engaged in lead1.1,CAi Minstrel Organization Three
Jamestown exposition. Mr. Allen,who
agreed to help. The Witzer brothers
ing the vessels. A number were
count of hie election to congress.
Thomas Hilyard.
Nights Next Week.
Paducah has another brass band has been living In Detroit Ter six
seriously injured.
came here two weeks ago from
Mr.
Thomas
Hilyard, 76 years, old,
with an instrumentation unique Pro- weeks, will return with him, and acPearl, Ill , with their gasoline boat
died at his residence in Tyler yesterLOUBOT PRIZE.
fessor
Jackson,
C.
cept
organizer
position
a
and
diin
The Beggar Prince Opera
the
office of the
comMUST PAY STATE LICENSE
to get repairs at the docks. They
day afternoon at 3 o'clock of general
Paris, May 11.—The institute
pany has canceled its engagement at rector, started the band a year ago. Sutherland Medicine company.
ACCORDIN
also changed the engine from 40 to
G
RULING
TO
debility after a lingering illness. He
France
of
today awarded the
taking
em'ployea
-Ullman
of
Starks
the
Wallace
park for tonight, owing to
Every corporation In
Paducah
8.0 horse power. The three men left
Loubot prizes offered by Duke
came
here several years ago from
collar
and harness shops exelusively
Odd Fellows To.Smithland.
with no exception is alleged to have the inclement weather. The comfor the raft in the gasoline boat
lembot to be given, every year
Livingston county and
He
was well
made
a
success
and
now
has
taTonight if the weather permits a
failed to pay into the state a license pany, opened Monday night and gave
towing the skiff with its two occufor the best work on primitive
known in Tyler and Mechaniesbur#.
ken in others and increased his band
four
satisfactor
performanc
y
es
this
big
delegation
of Odd
Fellows He served In the
tax of $le per year, and unless they
pants.
America, to Henry e'ignaud. secto nearly 20 men. He has a bass seccivil war with the
from Paducah will go up to Smithremunerate Auditor's Agent Charles week. The weather has been had all tion of
retary of the American legation
The raft was just a little above
Union army and leaves a wife and
two
tubas and one helicon
week,
so
park
will
the
be
closed
:and
the
to att‘the initiation of a
W. Emery within a week warrants
at Paris.
Brookport, and while the owners
three children. The body was taken
or clarinets, two side drums, two
elites of 21.
ly recently a lodge of
will be issued and they will have to first part of next week. The Beggar trombones and
could handle it as long as a downto Livingston county for burial,
four
cornets,
besides 26 members
company
Prince
will
return
in Auwas instituted at Smith.
go to Frankfort to stand trial. Many
BER FOlUICAEP
. T
stream course was followed, they
the other instruments necessary. He
land,
hotels and boarding houses with a gust to play a two weeks' engage- expects to have the best band
were powerless to stop it or to steer
in this
• Dicke Stock Is Sold.
license tax of $5, and soft drink dis- ment, with an augmented repertoire. section of the state in another year.
it to the bank. The gasoline boat
The
stock in the tailor shop of the
Southern
Pickaninny
The
minstrels.
Fire
Loss Adjusted.
pensaries at $2.50 are included.
hitched a cable to the raft and startlate Will J. Dicke, at 516 Broadway,
a local organization of fun-makers,
Auditor's
Mr.
Agent
Emery
Guy
Nance,
received
the undertaker.has
ed toward Brookport.
Brigmeyer
PA.DILICAH HAS BIG RATS
was sold this morning by Commissettled his loss in the fire which damthese instructions this morning in a will be the attraction at the park
got out on the raft while the owners
THAT
BOTHER
WORKMEN
sioner Cecil Reed for $1,800 to AtThursday. Friday and Saturday of
aged
his
leter
from
auditor.
the
undertakin
g
Parlors
and
remained in their skiff and the Wit
next week.
the Garner Bros.' furniture store. He torney C. C. Greesharn for Dr. J. D.
eerie ran the boat.
Mr. Robert McCune, the sign wricarried $3.000 insurance and settled Weldon, brother of Mrs. Mary Dicke,
T. P. A. COMMITTEES MEET
No trouble was experienced until
ter and carriage paineer, believes he
the widow. H. G. Harmeiing, the taifor $1.200. Ills household
PALMER HOUSE TONIGHT
goods
the boat neared the bank. Then
has discovered the biggest species of
more than his fixtures were damaged. lor, bid $1,750 for the stock as a
All committees of the local order
without warning, the raft struck the
rats in existence. He has had several
whole. tnit the commissioner thought
of the T. P. A. will meet tonight at
"Jobs" of carriage painting ruined by
sunken piling and split in two pieces.
by selling separately, stock and fixthe Palmer House and perfect arthem and did not until a short time
The half on which Brigmeyer was
tures, he could get a better price.
rangements for the entertainment of
standing, on striking the piling, by
ago discover What the "varmit" was
the visitors to the state convention
When he coated a buggy late in the
the force of the contact, went bodily
John Malley.
to be held in this city next Saturafternoon and returned the next
upon it, and in almost a perpendicuThis morning at 2 o'cleck at his
day May IS.
It has been definitely decided that morning he found the prints of large
lar position.
borne several miles from
Calvert
Walbert camp. United
Confederate paws on the paint At first he thought
The mid that wont Into the air
Cite,
Mr. John Phileey died of comPierce,
Bridget
, Mrs.
Them
made
Veterans,
sponsor
have
by
no
a
at
will
cat,
but putting ore
carried Brigmeyer with it. He was
plications, resulting from a recent atThe funeral of Mrs. Bridget Pierce, the reunion at Richmond, Va. When • trap he eanght
a rat as large as a
Chicago. May
thrown forward by the collision, his
11.—July
wheat tack of the measles. Mr. Millie,'
wife of Mr. Edward Pierce, will be Miss Whitefield
was compelled to half grown kitten. The rats crawled
body falling over the ends, of the
retired al 914e and traders predict leaves his parents, Mr. And Mrs. Joe
held Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock forego the honor a committee was up on the bodies of the
buggies to
logs. There he remained suspended
the price will go to a dollar and a Miley. and a young wife. He was 21
Fair tonight with frost. Sunday from the St. Francis de Sales Catho- appointed to consider her successor, eat the axle grease, wheels being
rikyears old and a popular young man.
fair and warmer. Highest teinpera- lic church. The burial will he in Mt. and It was dor-tiest not to appoint moved from vehicles
quarter.
Flour advanced a dollar a
when undergoHis
tatter-Is well known here. The
(etentineMelenti Page 4.)
ter, yestewigy, 804 berme teday.,48. Cargp11 00Mete17.
ing painting.
anyoue.
barrel today.
.
tunqralewis be held tomorrow.
--t

EWE rOLES BACK MITCHELL CASE
OPEN LEE SCHOOL
TO OLD POSITION IN HIGHER COURT MONDAY MORNING

)d

ROBBERS KILLED
WELL KNOWN MAN

NO SPONSOR FOR
WALBERT CAMP

ONE DOLLAR AND
QUARTER WHEAT

-

•,

-

sb

- THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

PAGE TIV

breathless trying to satisfy the demands of' his audiencelor "I'm Hunting a Home on Easy Street." In this
he was aided by the "Pony Ballet" in
polka dot costumes, and the number
Don't neglect your cough.
"went big" on its merits.
One of the novel hits last night
was little Miss `Susan Porter Sleeth,
Statistics show that in New York City
Principals and Chorus Share as the "Kandy Kid", whose appearance was made from a box of "Huy909
alone over 200 people die every week from
Honors .01 Production - ler's" after which she danced
through an intricate step.
consumption.
Flowers were in abundance for all
Mr. Boyle Woolfolk's Work As Wri- the lady principals last night. ,
And most of these consumptives might
The receipts were $576 and the
ter of 'Musical COThetly and
profits are to go to the Humane SoDirector Indorsed.
be living now if they had not neglected the
city and Charity club.
There was a popular price matinee
warning cough.
this afternoon.
FOR SWERF CHARITY'S SAKE
Box Parties.
You know how quickly Scoit's
All the boxes were occupied last
evening and added an especial charm
Emulsion enables you to throw off a
"Perhaps, the best amateur per- to the spirit and brilliancy of the -ocformance we ever witneiseed", was casion. In the Gregory-Husliands'
cough or cold.
the verdict of the audience last night, box were Mr. and Mrs. Oscar L. Greafter they had satisfied themselves gory, Mr. and Mrs. Cook Husbands,
ALL DRUGGISTS; 50e. AND $1.00.
by making a curtain cal: on the final Dr. and Mrs. Victor Voris.
Messrs. Edward Brinnhurst and
at
tableau of "The Traveling
0046
•04
0
.2").
the Kentucky theater. Beginning David Koger were the hosts of a parwith Mr. Boyle Woolfolk, author of ty that included: Mr. and Mrs. Bringthan during its original run in Goth- the piece, whose patient, well-direct- hurst, Dr. and Mrs. Vernon Blythe,
am. 31r. Girardot may be said to be ed work was apparent in its smooth- Dr. I. B. Howell and Mrs. Marie Bureven a better comedian than ever. ness of action and the perfect move- ton, of Colorado Springs; Mr. Koger
s for no artist with his natural apti- ment of the chorus, one does not and Mies Ethel Brooks.
tudes for comedy could impersonate know whether to congratulate him
Mr. ,and Mrs. Joseph L. Friedman
a variety of characters, as he has most on the excellent judgment he had for their guests: Mr. and Mrs.
KENTUCKY THEATER.
done since first seen in "Charley's exercised in selecting his caste, or Robert Becker Phillips, Mr. and Mrs.
Monday, Etienne Girardot in "Char- Aunt", without a broadening of his
the fine talent he secured for the pro- Muscoe Burnett, Mr, and Mrs. George
ley's Aunt."
lartistic view and a fefrnernent of his duction.
C. Wallace.
•
comic method. His impersonation of
Mr. Stewart Sinnott and Miss Mar"The Traveling Man" is about the
"Charley's Aunt."
the bogus aunt is one of the most best veh'cle for exploiting home tal- jorie Scott, Mr. Vaughan Scott and
The phenomenal success of the re-i excruciatingly amusing things seen
ent on the stage one could imagine. Miss Mary Bolling, Mr. Fred Wade
viva! or"Cliarlsy's Annt" in
New l in the theater in years. He has a It moves
rapidly, and has plenty of and Miss Belle Cave occupied the
York last spring was due in no little keen sense of humor and knowledge
tuneful music,
frequent
chorus fourth box.
measure to the artistic work of of just how far he must go to make
Several after-theater suppers were
changes and a variety of characters.
Etienne Girardot. and the clever a point. "Charley's Aunt" is a deCertainly no traveling organization given at the Pa'mer House cafe. Mr.
company
supporting
engaged by Man- lightful exempler of innocent diverwould fail to advertise as graceful Boyle Woolfolk, the tal•ented young
ager North, and all the metropolitan sion, and its originality and ingeniand beautiful a chorus of girls and author and composer of "The Trav.critics agreed that it was played and onsness add to the amusing charachandsome men as "The Traveling eling Man' ana his sister, Mrs. Beseven
generally represented
better ter of the entertainment. ArrangeMan" presented in Paducah; nor sie W. Peters, of Danville, Ky., were
ments have been made to present Mr. could one of ordinary pretensions be the guests of honor at the supper
Girardot in "Charley's Aunt" at The expected to present a group of sing- party of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph FriedKentucky.
ers equal to Miss Anne Bradshaw, man.
Miss Mayme Dryfuss, Mrs. David
Mrs. Peters is a charming musician
That one thing alone is fast making Toasted Corn Flakes the
THE TASTE -Courteous has been curtailed
to F:our.rtiss—Miss Nene Hatfield and herself, and played the piano accommost popular breakfast food ever made. Because it is better— different. Once a "Corn
Messrs. Richard Scott, Emmet Bagby paniments for "The Traveling Man"
"curt" in cosmopolitan Chicago.
Flaker- always a "Corn Flaker" when it is the GENUINE Corn Flakes. lOc. all Grocer&
and Evert Thompson.
performance here.
Look on the package for the signature of
Mr. Woolfolk in the principal role
The following reduced rates
of "Jim Dandy" did not monopolize
There is no drug which can comare announced:
the stage, and each of the principals pete with cheerfulness. A jolly
Los Angeles, Cal.—Mystic
had an opportunity to make a die- whole-hearted sunny. physician is
Shrine and German BaptEst
tinct hit, which every one did, while
Brethren, April 25th to May
worth more than all the remedies in
the "Pony Ballet", members of the
18th. Round trip, $60.50,
an apothecary shop. A writer known
"Daisy Shine Opera company", comlimit July 31st.
for his cheerful sayings received a
posed of Misses I.ucyette Soule, Elsie
Jamestown, vs. — Exposiletter from a lady, stating that one
Hodge,
Claire
Julia
St.
DabJohn,
tion, April 19th to November
of his humorous poems had saved
ney, Sadie Smith, Gladys Coburn,
Battle Creek, Mich.
Battle Creek Toasted Corn Flake Co., .*.
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
her life.—Success Magazine.
Martha
Cope
and
Helen
Van
Meter,
excursions on special dates;
was the life of the performance.
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
—Do you want to sell a house of
10 days.
Giving volume to the music and
Richmond, Va., round trip
presenting a series of entrancing three or four rooms on payment of
will
$16.80. Special train
She —"I'm surprised at your kiss'ample time to connect with the specC.• V. SPECIAL TRAIN
and well executed pictures, the fol- CM/ cash and $20 per month? .Our
leave Paducah about noon
ing Me in the conservatory just now."
TO RICHMOND REUNION. lal.
lowing young ladies and gentlemen client will pay $1400 to $1,000. Both
May 28, carrying through
If you are interested call at N., He—"My dear Miss Peaehleigh, it's
appeared as members of the "Upper Phones 127. IL C. ;Hollins. Real Essleepers to Richmond, account
Ten" and "Village. Belles and Beaux" tate and itentabs Tiveheart Building. Leave Nashville Monday, May 97th, C. & St. L. city ticket office, 430 a falling of mine—I'm a chronic osConfederate reunion.
Broadway, or write to W. L. Danley, culatory kleptomaniac."— London
at 3 p. nt. Over N., C. & Ct. L.
of Wildwood Texas:
Louisville, Ky.—Account of
general passenger sgent, Nashville, Opinion.
Misses Frances Wallace, Blanche
Troop A and Company B, ConfedSpring Meeting—Jockey Club
Tenn.
Goethe said: "The important
Hills, Marjorie Loving, Elizabeth Seerate veterans, have selected the N.,
—$6.95 round trip, May 6, re—We can sell your house on Jefthing in life is to have a great
bree, Katherine Powell, Jeanette
C. & St. L. railway and S. A. L. railturning May 7; $8.95 round
ferson street.. We have a customer
aim and to posttest; the aptitude
Petter, Brooks Smith, Ruth Baynam,
Floorwalker—See here, Mr. Bayway, via Atlanta, as their
official
80TH PHONES 4i.
trip, May 4, good returning
for five or six room house east of
and perseverance to attain it.Mary Gregory, Allis Cabell, Kathleen
route to the Richmond reunion, and les, that customer complains that you
- June 9; May 5-11-18-22-25Eighteenth on Jefferson. Will pay
OUr aim is to MAKE PERWh!tefield, :Estelle Hale. Lilly Hobarrangements have been made for a didn't show her ordinary civility.
29, June 1-5 and 8, limit two
113,500 to $4,000. H. C. Hollins, Real
FECT EYE-GLASSES
son, Anne Williamson, Elizabeth
special train of Pullman Standards Salesman—Great Scott! I showed Eattste
days,
t
and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg.
Williamson, Emma Neihatts, Mamie
and Tourist sleepers, comfortable her everything...In the store and she Both Phones
127.
For information, apply to
O'Brien
and Willie Willis; Metiers.
_
EYES EXAMINED FREE
day coaches and baggage car to run bought nothIng.—If I didn't show her
If you haven't seen
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Frank Davis, Zack Hayes, Monte
through to Richmond. The change that, we haven't got ft.—Cleveland
We all have something to tell the
Broadway or Union Depot.
Lack, Sam Hrghes, Jack Elliott,
in date of departure to the 27th was Leader.
J. T. DONOVAN,
world, but it is hard of hearing.
George Rawleigh, Marshall Jones,
made so as to take in the Jameston
Agt City Ticket Cffiee
George Wallace S. E. Clay, G. A.
Optical Headquarters of Paducah.
exposition before the reunion. SpecR. M. PRATHER,
Salvo, Milton Wallerstein, Ed Cave,
809 BROADWAY
ial train will arrive at Richmond
Agent Union Depot
Salem Cope, Phillip Sweitzer, James
Tuesday afternoon, and early WedThe
Original
Langstaff, Felix St. John, Harry Sinnesday morning a day trip will be
gleton and Henry Henneberger.
You
have
never
seen
made down the James river passing
Mrs. David Flournoy as "Belle
amestown island and many points
Claire" played opposite to Mr. Woolterest. Several days will
be
folk, giving an air of reality to the
spent at the exposition and then reThese three attributes of a -good bicycle can be found in the
flimsy plot, and sang two numbers,
turn to Richmond by boat up the
leading in the closing chorus and
With an
Reading. Recycle and Laclede Bicycles.
James river in the day time. Special
TERMS EASY.
tableau "Miss Liberty."
will leave Richmond on return trip
Miss Nene Hatfield, whose draafter the parade and unveiling of
matic talent has been tested in a
Sold and guaranteed by
Davis monument Monday, June
number of difficult amateur roles,
15
Weeks
in
New
York
arriving
at
Nashville Tuesday afternever appeared to better advantage
than last night as "Dolly Snow," esNow playing The Garrick, St. noon. Round trip rate from Paducah to Richmond only $16.90; boat
.pecially when she sang the catchy
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Louis; from here to the Mary ride
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
song: "Sahara Sarah", at the close
to Jamestown exposition and
.
Complete machine shop.
Anderson, Louisville, Ky.
of the second act.'
return $1.5,0. Leave Paducah over
New Phone 481-a
Old Phone 743
132-I24 N.Pourth
t.
Phones'787
Mies Masme Dryfuss, as "Daisy
Prices 95e, 85c, 50c. 75e, $1, $1.150 N., C. & St. L. railway at 7:45 a. m.,
Shine," exhibited a clear conception
Seats on sale Saturday 9 a. m.
arrive at Nashville 1:n2 p. m., in
of her part as prima donna of an opera company, and made a hit with •
the march song: "When Miss Hortense Comes lip the Street."
Miss Anne Bradshaw sang "Dixie
Daisies" as finale to act I. It is one of
the sweetest numbers in "The Traysling Man" and curtain calls were
of a woman's life is seldom seen by anyone but herself. What
repeated on the acts
agonies, what misery, what fits of melancholy and the blues, the poor,
Richard Scott, as "Archie York";
Emmet Baby, as "Hart Ware", Wilmiserable sufferers from female disease have to endure, one month
liam Brazelton, as "Marcus Pearl",
after another! What wonder so many thousands of women cannot
A rt
and Evert Thompson, as "Bill Durtruthfully
say that they are happy! Are you? Happiness cannot be
ham", were a quartet of drummers,
of different types that could make a
called complete without health, and health is best obtained by
laugh on any stage. Each had a song
hit in his grip and had no trouble in
clIspoeinsg of a "nice order" of good
humor last night. Evert Thompson
was presented with a beautiful "hokay" with lemon attachments, one
of which he gracefully presented to
h!, tormentor.
Douglas Flagby as "Danny Doolitwhich has made many thousands happy In restored health and strength. "Thetle" the sleeny hotel clerk; William
doctors
said I had nervous prostration, but gave me no relief," writes Lizzie
Reddick. as "Bobby Buttons", the
Matthews. of Mt_
Vernon, Ga. "I was sick for nine years. I could hardly eat and could not
ambitious bell hop; and Charles Cox.
sleep. My
as "Ben Crimp," manager of the
back and hips ached, I was very Irregular and would have to stay in bed two or
three
US
WRITE
FREELY
"Daisy Shine Opera company", made
days. I have used 3 bottles of Cardul, and now I can say that my health Is better than
and frankly, in strictest confidence, telling all your
distinet hits, while the following bell
tr,iihleq, and arsons your age. We will send you
for the past nine years." Cardui relieves pain, regulates fitful functions,
strengthens
boys make the first act attractive:
TIME
le piton sealed envelope, and a valyour weakest organs, makes you well and HAPPY. Try It.
Frank Buckner, Edwin Lightfoot,
uable 64-page bed& on 'Home Treatment ter Women."
Address: Wee' Advisory Department, The
Henry beak% feeirler Post.
Chattanooga Aledkillbe Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
David Yelper, Jr., as Rastus Cole,
Ciao
the colored porter, who realized that
"Dia ant no place fob
me", grew
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STEINFELO OPTICAL CO.
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Early Times

Jack Beam

Is not bottled just as soon as it
attains the required four years of
age, but it enjoys the full eight
year bonded period and is not
bottled until it is eight years old.
Watch the stamp--it protects you.

Etienne Girardot
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Women Inclined
to Constipatiom

Noted Physician veils How

to Pretent and Ohre Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Troubles.

10/61111 liM1111.•
4444.4.44.44k,444*4444

Straub, Willie Dorian, John IlutdY
and Allison Watts.

1

•
Pleasant Open Meeting.
The Church Furnishing society of
the First Christian church was the
Women, owing to their peeuliar functions,. are prone to constipation, and
(BY George. Edmund Flood, M. DO guest of Mrs. James C. Utterback at
many of their other ills are due to this
if you would avo.d
Rheumatism her suburban home in Arcadia on i
conearstion in the bowels which files the
•
NOT UP TO CONTRACT.
tie Loll MeGlathery. Kath leen white_ and Kidney and Bladder Troubles be Monday afternoon.
It was the "open'
bloodlaith impure matter that permeates
moderate in
the consumption of
I
•
field,
the entire system. In most cases foul
heavy, rith foods, substitute as far meeting" of the society for May and,
breath, bad complexion, sick headache We expect to see things growing
In the library where punch
was as possible soups. broths, fresh milk, was a very delightful occasion. The T
and such like ills are primarily caused
In the spring.
served at an artheicallY decorated and drink water—lots of water. Take Ladies' Aid society of the church was
by constipation or indigestion.
0a
f timee to eat,
ate,aanddo
a h n't neatt present by invitation and the Rev.
Women should be happy to !cern cf a We expect to find flowers blowing table, Miss Anna Webb presided, as- Ilfetenty ,0
r5,
In the spring.
remedy that cures constipation and Ihuif;•-rsticn,
slated
by
'Ilieees
Marjorie
Scott and it does taste good.
Pinkerton, former pastor, and
and that has such other inirree,eta as purify
If vogu;work
rk is 4 W. H.
We
expect
to
see
weather,
good
the blood
tootle, all she die.stive organs.
Frances Walia..e.
Iceilfining take a moderate amount of the Bolo S. B. Moore. the present
This
le tat Oaldwell's Syrup pep.na.
Lambkins playing on the heather,
The dining room was a pretty an- exercise each day in the open air.
ona_ho
at WV druz store for
Ipastor. were guests of honor. An
!It
k
ategt
And a lot of joys together.
Women have been curing
rangement of the pinks and narcissus' sztn course, eineither diet, water, attractive musical program was renspeedy for sixteen years.
In
the
spring.
fi
retstim
e r
=ire
-bast*
ar elseardBi
vsies-ewtlhilemcUraeg
still'manta to-day. that
Ce
nt
forming an effective
er
pink and white
an
Idered, Mrs. eh
'
Maude Con,way yea
'S Syrup Pepsin witirthe
t preventh efe a rtahiSerstaadiag that It will do ns claimed or your
piece for the handsome table, lives only.
For the benefit of the ard, of Boston. giving two delightful
money wilrbe rehandle&
are somee hat disappointed
We
This irrent herb lagathe
Receiving the guests here were; readers of this article wh o are nowlvocal selections. A prettily planned
ceintwatuall IS etPen•
tally suited to the dentate system
In the spring.
of Inemen be.
Misses Blanche Hills, Ethel Brooks. afflicted with Rheumatism, Kidney, luncheon was served.
Cameo(its gentle but Prolaptiliet=skleasant
Something must have come
unWale and Its freedom from eriplps. It
s not
Frances Terrell, Sue Thompson, Bladder or Urinary trouble, and deweaken like purgatives aisd
but
jointed
sire to be cured quickly, I give beup
builds
and sitheiftb
Belle Cave,
te•intsranteed
Kalosophie. Club.
permanent cure and
w, coMPlete ia every detail, the
With .
tbe spring.
,
as steadily in ,
your home as in _that of
The
'Maeterlinck' Rachel,
reception toilettes of the re- ameius preserlpffon which has made
Bertiliardr
others.
Women use it then:Mel yes 110:11070 IS
May to warm up Is retuning.
tO children
calving party were noticeably hand- me so successful in the treatment of and Coquelin occupied the attention
in Preference to any other laxative because
It is
Nature
Is
not
much
enthusing,
;a
guaranteed to do what a SSOd lalatbre should
some and many pretty 'spring cos- these diseases. It is the most cer- of the Kalosophic club at its regular
do, and does it gently. Mrs. Tyner.
And our confidence we're losing
fat 8118 Mctain
cure
these
for
Lan= Ave.. St. LOO1.9. MO.. is glad to say that
diseases that I meeting on Friday morning. Mrs.
tumes were in evidence among the
cured her tionstipation and stomach trouble It
In the spring.
have ever used.' It is pleasant to
end
recommends it to American womankind. She is
guests.
Henry Redy, 609 Kentucky avenue,
take,
it
is
not
SUM SUMO PORNO 00., WSW V0010L
expensive,
--Courier Journal.
it can be
but one of thousands who are loud in praiscf of it.
You who have never used it should
filled by any druggist, and I believe was hostess of the club. Current
--•''''".a.'""Por-"ai• • • • • ..........
-••-•
-1
lay. You wiil date your freedom from begin t0
sickness
to the day that you start the use of Dr.
The Liebling Recital Will Be a afusi- it is the greatest prescription for Topics were agreeably presented by
Annoueettients.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Your
Rheumatism,
Kidney and
Bladder Mimi Annie May Yeiser. "Matter
druggist will WII
ca I Ev en t
The Matinee Musical club will meet
you a bottle under our absolute
-guarantee.
—
Trouble ever written. It is also a
on Wednesday afternoon at the parThe coming of Emil Liebling, the valuable spring tonic and blood puri- }trick, his life and dramatic art," was in Atlanta. Mies Lillie May Winstead sponsor for the division and Mr. Da'brilliantly discussed by Miss Lula
Syrup
Wont boy- ish house pf Grace church. The com- distinguished pianist of Chicago, to fier. If you are a sufferer, sve this,
attended a delightful house party in vid Koger. a major on General Tylas can have a free sample Dottie sentPeals
to their hems by
take
It
to
Reed. "French Actors and actressyour
druggist
and
have
it
Paducah
posers
for
in piano recital on June 1,
the afternoon are Gaynor
addressing We company. This oner is to Prelfe testthe
filled, or get the ingredients and mix es" with especial reference to Rachel, Thomasville, Ga., going from there ler's staff, and will go at once to
roomy ION is as vie dim. me is way soma ts mow
Misses Julia Scott at the Kentucky thelter, is a musi- them at home,
Ombra WM WISP it. lend far It if you have my and Chadwick.
to Atlanta last week.
ffiehniond, Va. After the reunion of
Fluid Extract Cas- Bernhardt and
at stomach, limo ors* dorm
Coquelin, was attreccal event of more than noticeable in- cara Aromatic, let
and Mary Scott are the leaders.
Misses Claribel and Carrie Rieke, the confederate veterans in that hisounce;
Concen41
.
40hcave Worm tor dill**. WNW Gentlest
old
OW
tively
given
by
Vernon
Moe
Blythe. who with
terest. The Crescendo club In bring- trated Barkola Compound, 1 ounce;
A guaranteed, permute* ewes ore. THE
Mrs. William 0 Bailey, of toric city, the party will visit NorPeelle ettieler: "No Laxative $e Seed
and Sure
as OR.CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." Tea Protect
The Kalosophic club will meet on ing Mr. Liebling to the city has Fluid Extract Prickly Ash Beek, la There was a discussion of "Monne Louisville, have spent the winter and folk, Virginia Beach. Atlanta City
hears panty guarantee No. 17, WIPPIPIYI0s,
drachm:
Aromatic
Elixir,
Vanna"
4
ounces.
by the club in conclusion.
13. C.
Friday morning with
Mrs. Henry shown a faith in her appreciation of
early spring in Egypt and Greece, and New York as the guests of GenAdult dose, take one teaspoonful
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
be met more after meals and at
Rudy, 009 Kentucky avenue. The pro the best that should
1070aldwell Slag., 11140•Ustelles,
are now in tRome, where they will re- eral Tyler.
bedtime; children
than half way. Mr. Liebling's fame one-fourth to one-half
(earpe Diem Club.
gram is:
main until the middle of May. They
teaspoonful
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Stutz and
The Carpe Diem club was enter1—Current Topics--Miss
Mary hardly needs any comment but still after meals.
spent some time In Rome several sons will leave tomorrow for WashFIVE OR SIX ROOM RESIDENCE
After
You
are
anything in regard to one whom we
cured follow the ad- tained on Wednesday evening by
Bolling. years ago, but are fascinated with ington City and Norfolk, Va , and
vice I have given you in regard to Miss Audrey Taylor,
WANTED.
of 919
Clay the "Eternal
2—Russian
Dramatists --Tolstoi, shall so soon see, is always of inter- diet, exercise end
City." At Pompeii, they visit to Mr. Stutz's former home,
water,
and
you
will
est.
Of his recital in Washington, D. not
We haveot buyer for a five or six,"The
Resurection"—Miss
need the services of a physician street. It was a pleasant occasion visited a recently excavated house Danville, Va airs. Stutz will remain
Ethel
remni residence between Broadway
C., the papers there say:
with only club members present.
again for these ailments.
Brooks.
where everything is just as it was for an extended visit in Danville.
and Trimble street. Your house may' 3—Gorky—Rus
The next meeting of the club will
"Metterott
was
Hai:
filled
an
by
sian
Plays —Miss
when the city was destroyed in the
Mrs. Hughes McKnight and little
exactly fill the requirements. Submit
be with Mies Cegille Legeay on the
audience conseleuous for its culture
Belle Cave.
year 79. The parts' will go from daughter. Katherine, returned yesers were brilliantly given by
Mrs.
your offers at once, to H. C. Manta.
Cairo road
last Saturday night, the occasion beItaly into Spain and will not be home terday from Columbus
Mimi., where
Victor Voris. A delightful paper on
Real Estate and Rentals, Trneheart
ing an'invitation concert by Emil
before the middle of July.
Ladies
The
Kentucky
of
the
they have been visiting Mrs. William
avenue
"Historical
Collections
of
Music"
Bldg. Both Phones 127.
Liebling, of Chicago. The first imAbout People.
Professor E. G. Payne. of the Pa- Sanders. They will be for the sumPresbyterian church will entertain in
was presented by Miss Alice Comppression produced by Mr. Liehling's
Mrs. Oscar L Gregory will leave
ducah High School faculty, is com- mer with Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Sanders
Thursday
ton.
evening in the lecture room
Mrs. Maude Conway Blanchard
—Do you own a "house or a lot
playing is that of vigor and virility.
on Sunday for Washington, D. C..
home,. "Gracy
within a radius of five blocks of the with an old-fashioned school exhibi- Not that he is deficient in delicacy, of Boston, a visitor of the club, made where she will join her daughter, Miss pleting his arrangements for a two at their country
an
year's stay in
teepee:, Germany, Gables."
attractive little talk. The music
poet office? If you have a gOINI brick tion. It will be quite an unique al. as was proven later, but there is a
Lillian Gregory who is at school
of the program was delightfully
where he will take special studies at
Miss Jeannette Campbell left this
house in desirable location and worth fair.
lea-there In June they will sail for Etidecision about everything he does
luredby:
t
--40-that celebrated university. Mr. Payne week for Mexico City, where she will
Mrs. D. M. Flournoy,
a6,000 we can sell it. We have a ensthat is distinctive. The next noticeaTope. MIse Gregory will return in
expects to sail about July la, but will make an entended visit to her sistei.
t)))))er waiting now. Both Phones Engagement of Mr. James W. Mc- ble feature was his chafe* of compo- Mrs. Geotge B. Hart, Mrs. William
but
MISS Gregory
will
Clark,
Mrs.
visit his home in Glasgow Ky., and Mrs. Harwood
James Weill°, Misses tC""er.
Simpson. formerly
127. H. C. Hollins, Truebeart Buildellathery Announced.
sitions. He came trot to Washington
Caroline Ham, Anne Bradshaw, Le-!spend a year traveling and studying attended the Knights Templar con- Miss Bessie. Campbell. Mrs. Simping.
Announcement is authorized today to present a new interpretation of
in
' Europe, Egypt and other countries.
the Puryear, Julia Scott.
clave in Ifuffaio, N. Y.. before going son spends her time between England
of the engagement and approaching the old masters, and
instead of
She will be with Miss Olymphe Traabroad. Mr. Payne has made many her husband's home, and
Mexico.
--0
Kindness is the sign of divine kin- marriage of Mr. James William Mc- wrestling with their magnificent but
bune, of Nashville, Tenn., a brilliant
warm friends during his stay here and where he has ertensive mining inEnjoyable Surprise Party.
ship.
Glathery, of this city, to Miss Ada much abused works, as every visitwoman, who has visited Miss Anna
will leave an indelible impress for terests.
Mr. and Mrs. John
Humboldt. Tenn. The ing foreign artist feels hound to do,
Sharp, of
Birth, of Webb in Paducah.
along educational lines in the
www
he
presented
South
a
program
Fourth
street
admirable in
wedding will take place on June 12
were pleasantly
Mrs. Leslie B. Samuels, of Bards- city.god
o
He is a man of more than usual
every way from a musical standpoint, surprised on Weduesday evening
$1500
Humboldt.
at
by eown, is the guest of her parents, Mr.
For the
Intellect
536
and force and has the coni
while
at
the
same
time
What have you to offer in A time or
the
presenting
Lutheran
Social club of the Gee- and Mrs.. Richard G. Terrell.
Mr. McGlathcry Is a well known
fidence and affections of his pupils. aye room house near I. C. shops at
and popular young mall, the son of littse qualities of novelty and variety man Lutheran church. A very enjoy- Kentucky avenue. She accompanied i
Lieutenant-General H. B. Tyler, of $1,500? We. waat it ,quick. Both
so
pleasing
to
the
popular
roadience.
able
evening was spent. Those pros- home her sister, MN Mildred TerMr. F. M. eicGlathery, one of Pacommander of the Forrest Phones 127, H. C. Hollins, Real Esducah's prominent citizens. He is a As a result he was enabled to pre- ant were: Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kam- reit, who has been the nno
olar
intekrnall'
Cavalry,
znesti
sent
-a
U.
C. V , will arrive here tate and Rentals, Trucheart Bldg.
Denatured
comprehensive
program
of
ten
leiter, Mr. and Mrs. William Rott- of Mrs. Samuels for some weeks,
reliable and wide-awake young businumbers without tiring his hearers, gering: Misses
'with his party on the 26th. They will
travelFreda
president
vice
man,
ness
and
Dunbar,
Hattie
A Iccitics1
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Burnett and
and sent them away really wishing Dunbar, Ketle
be joined by Miss Ethel Brooks. the
Subscribe for The Soya
Baker, Sophia Baker. daughter, Miss Susanne Burnett. of
ing representative of the Stutz Candy
for more. The 'Gavotte Moderne", OP.
tAnne Bundesman, Josephine
:company, and has a host of friends
Bun- Louisville, will go to Europe in June.
11 with which Mr. Liebling opened
We take pleasure In announcdesman, Stella Kettler, Lillie Kettier, Mr. and Mrs. Burnett wit be
in Paducah and throughout his teraway
his
third
part,
Is
an
index
to the! Mary Berger, ILula Baumer,
ing that we now have Denatured
ritory. His fiancee is a popular and
Lucy about six _weeks, but Miss Burnett
character of his genius, both as a
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
Steinhauser, Katie Steinhouser, Dora will remain for a year's stay in Paris
attractive girl of decided musical
pianist and composer. It is bright
be used for .burning purposes
i leoekel, Clara Voekel; Messrs. Gott- and Florence.
talent. She is the daughter of Mr. and
'snappy' in spirit, but musicianly
only, as nearly every one now
lieb Rudolph, Sam Smith, Alec MaOscar C. Sharpe, a leading merchant in method;
Mr. and Mrs. George Langstaff and
a combtnation of
knows, but for use in the arts
Teu-ichell, Rev. Paul Bente.
of Humboldt and Is prominent so- tonic technique
family, of 713 Kentucky aavenue
with American vivacand mechanics it is the most
cially. She will be an acquisition to ity. As
will be at the Quigley place in Arcaeconomical and satisfactory feet
interpreted by the composer
the social life of Paducah.
Club.
dia for the summer. This attractive
it was one of the most attractive
known.
_.—
-The Crescendo club met on Thula( country place of Col. and Mrs. Q. Q.
numbers on the program, and won a .
Cheerer than wood alolhol, it
2 I 9 — 223 BROADWAY
day afternoon with Miss Newell at Quigley will be once more the centre
Paxton and Mr. deserved ettcore."
Wedding
of
Mies
also 'burns without any of Its
Puryear.
offensive odor, Next. time try
The "Garotte Moderne", which is her studio on North 7th street. It of the social life and pleasures that
The marriage of Miss Nell Paxton said to be "an exquisite yet
It in your chafing dish or alcothorough- was the last regular meeting of the it was as She home of the gracious
and Mr. Peter Puryear
will take ly vigorous expression of musical club for this season. There was an and popular Miss Ina Quigley, now
hol heater; It will be a revelaplace on Tuesday
Morning at the thought", 1011 be one of Mr.
Mrs. Quigley will
tion to you. Be sure to phone
hieb- informal program. Miss Newell gave Mrs. Langstaff.
parsonage of the St. Francis de Sales ling's program numbers at the
spend
delightful
summer
the
a
In Virginia but
WINSTEAD'S, fvr no other
analysis
of
the
princireciCatholic church. The Reverend Fath- tal here.
Paducah druggist handles it.
pal numbers on the program for Emil Col. Quigley atsill remain at home.
er H. W. Jansen will perform the
LieblIngs recital to be given here Mr. and Mrs. Langstaff will move out
Both Phones 756.
ceremony. It will he a quiet wedding
on Jun@ 1 under the auspices of this the coming week and their town
Matinee Musical Club.
with no attendants and only the re15c '4 pt. and Nettle: 5c rebate
A delightful meeting of the Mati- club. In placing the tickets for the house will be closed for the stammer.
latives of the couple present.
for botlkie.
Mrs. Maude Conway Blanchard, of
nee Musical club was held on Wed- recital the club is meeting with much
Immediately after the ceremony
Sec 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
Boston,
encouraging
Mass,, the talented guest of
success.
nesday afternoon at the parish house
they will leave for an extended eastfor bottle.
Mrs.
The club will be entertained soci- Mrs Hubbard S. Wells and
of Grace Episcopal church.
The
ern wedding trip and will be at home
35c 2 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
program was under the direction of ally by Miss Newell, the second week George R. Hart, left on Thursday for
at 94t Jefferson street on their rehogenport, Ind., and Indianapolis
for bottle.
Mrs. David Flournoy and Miss Jen- In June.
turn. '
where she will visit before returning
nie Geson. It was a Liza I,eheman
E will place on sale Saturday night
—0
home. Mrs. Blanchard was an honor
and E. A MacDowell afternoon. The
U. D. C.'Chapter.
at 7:30 and for one hour only
To Entertain for Vialtors.
biographical sketches of the eomposMiss Heien Alcott was the hostess guest at a number of informal small
Mrs. Harry McElwee anti
Mrs.
the following items, all taken from the
of the Paducah
Chapter, United parties as well as some elaborate
Neil Service re Te'eplione Orders,
.•••••••••••••••,...
Joseph Gardner, 333 South
Fifth
Daughters of the Confederacy, on functions during her stay. She is a
Seventh and Broadway.
regular
stock, of exceptional valuta At
street, have issued invitations for a
Tuesday afternoon at her home on gifted musician and celtured woman
••••••••M.
,
~7:7
.
7,0V,cw
_....
.
economically priced,
times
all
euchre orsrty for .Thursday afternoon
Jefferson street. It was the regu- and gave much pleasure during her
in honor of their guest. Miss Way, of
lar May meeting of the chapter and visit.
,AOSPIPAPPIAP
Mt. Vernon, Ill.
a very interesting session. A "Sam
'Mrs. C. it Chamblin, Mrs. Harry
15 pieces of 36 inch Percale, best grade on the
Davis" program was the literary fea- Johnston, Mrs. Wright and Mrs. Geo.
market, one for which we get over the counA (Shaming .Spring Function.
ture. Dearictis Ices and cake were Holliday, all prominent members of
ter regularly 15c. Priced for this
01 A
A beautiful reception of the week
served during the afternoon.
the order Eastern Star in Paducah.
special at, yard
WA;
was given at the Koger home on
The June meeting of the chapter attended a house party at the home of
North Seventh street, where
Mrs.
will be with Mrs. Robert
Becker Mrs. Jenne Fry at Melber on Tues10 pieces of selected patterns in Apron Ging
James Koger and her daughter, Mrs.
Phillipe at her country home "Wood- day and participated in an Fatetern
A good mineral water cerhams,
our regular Vic seller, Priced
Vernon alythe, received their friends
lawn."
tainly makes an ideetetonic in
Star meeting at Melber on Tuesday
for this special at, yard
from 4 until 6 o'clock on Wednesday
night
up the
the Spring, toning
afternoon. It
was an especially
Organ Rental.
stomach and thus reaching
Miss Nell Hendricks, the *Ow10 dozen Ladies' r;atize Vests, all sizes; an
charming spring-time function and.
the entire systette They are
recital five young daughter of the Hon. J.
A very delightful organ
is net measured by its
the mile flowers used were the de
exceptional value that we sell at all
was given on Tuesday evening at the K. Hendricks, has carried off the fired
pleasant to the taste and their
lightful ones "that ,bloom
times for 10e. l'rieed for this special at .
in the
iengtis nor the price you
Broadway Methodist church under honors In Latin at the Mary Baldwin
mild aperient effect receives
spring"
out doors. The handsome
the
Staunton,
institution
direction
in
Va.,
of
Samuel
Mrs.
in
Wincommendation
H.
the
the
of
medall
pay, but by the contentrooms were bowers of Syringe, gar25 pieces of neat and attractive patterns in
steed the organist of the church. final examination for the year. Mies
ical authorities. We have
ment that steals over the
den pinks, narcissus and
mock-Orwas
Winstead
Mrs.
assisted
Paducah
by
Printed Batiste— patterns suitable for either
Hendricks
Miss
boon
has
living
in
leading
the
brands In all
ange effectively arranged with smismoker as he puffs away.
Adah Brazelton. Mr. Owen lattly. Mr. only a year, but won many friends
wises:
dress or kimonas—a batiste we are offering
lax. The eqlor motif of white and
Will Reddlck, organists of the city, by her bright and charming personthis season regularly for Vie. Priced)
You'll enjoy the cigars
pink was artistically emphasized with
and Mr. H. W. Pitcher of Louisville. anty.
Buffalo 'Attila.
for this special at
theee flowers. Standing with Mrs
The vocal roheets of the evening
you buy at our counter.
Miss Elisabeth Nash, who has been
Apents.
•
Koger in the reception roams were
were Misses Ethef Calissi, Caroline visiting relatives in St. Louis will
50 Foot Stools, all color patterns and sizes,
only.
brands
reliable
Appolinarte.
We sell
four brides of the season: Mrs VerHam. Messrs. Robert Scott, Robert arrive home on Wednesday. She will
Concentrated
oleos
reviler 50e and 75e sellers. Priced for
We keep our cigars at just
non Blythe, Mrs. Edson Hart, Mrs.
Fisher and Richard Scott.
be accompanied by her sister. Mrs
this special at
-tinny:WI-Janos.
Edward Britighurst and Mrs IlenrY
the right tegriperatuie, keepFranklin Leavitt and eons, David
Red Raven Splits.
Surprise Party,
These
looked espeseally
Rudy.
and Maurice Leavitt. Mrs. John W
mg them always. in perfect
charming in their bertutitul weddin
A nuMber of the friends of Mies Sykes of Hope, Ark., will also, arrive
We
smoking Condition.
gowns, and added to the charm of the
Geraldine (libeon gave a pleasant the naming week to visit her parents,
scene. Others In the receiving line
suit your cigar taste exactly
Surprise part" last Friday evening at afr. and 'Mrs Maurice H. Nash, at the
were: Mestlames Mildred Davis. W
Among those present San Meet Flats on North Ninth et-ere.
heraeO
Fur we sell everything in
te 6:30.
Weille, Robert
A. Gardner, Hon
were' Geraldine Gibson, Belle UnderMisses Lillie May and Corinne Win
cigars the smoker can think
Reeves. Victor Voris.
ft, Henry,
woods Alma Armstrong, Alma Lock- stead are expected home next week
4th and Broadway
Pints Lark. John ecott, Allen Mb°roe need.
Ida Sexton, from Atlanta, Ga., where they are the
wood, Maya*,Heath
Vrart,
Clarence Rherrill, Robert
Agent fo'r original A llegretid
JohrefloOka, 6•sorite Rork, Walter guest of Was Willie Blanche Asher.
Phtiiips, Harris Rankin: Misses EllaCandles
Sanders. CeR1 -Robertson, Clarelitee They have had a number of 'pretty
I
M'PHK1184./Nli DR11.11 111YOBE.
beth Sinnott, Cortde Grundy, MatRobert
ison. rflerielti Te0t, _Nosy social topetions ivon in their bettor
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ALFRED D. SHAW

WITH FRANCE

SATURDAY,

JUNIOR CLASS

ItAlt 11.

BANKRUPT SALE

lic view, and`not allow his generous
Impulses to induce indiscreet con_
duct. It is such email matters that
sometimes have
conse- WILL SING AT THE MAY WSW ENGLAND IS ONCE MORE co-ot'. PRESENTS ('LEVER
weighty
COLLEGE
FESTIVAL MAY 29.
ERATLNO AS OF YORE.
queuces.
PLAY ON FRIDAY NIGHT.

The Bankrupt Stock of Max J. Michelson, bought at 37 !lc
on the dollar, is now being solditt prices unheard of. The stock
consists of Clothing, Shoes, Hats, Caps and Gent& Furnishidg
Goods. Don't fail to give us a call.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES,

There are excellent reasons advanced by Magistrate EruerY and Plans
Woman's Club Enterprise Latest Turn in European Diplomatk "A Case of Suspension" Title of ComCounty Judge Lightfoot for conSituation At, Seen By Observers
Promise Artistic Triumph This
edyIntroducting Several Musieal
structing the county jail under the
at Parts.
Year.
Numbegs.
court house, not the least of which
is the saving in expense, but there is
always the matter of sanitation and
Paris, May 11.- Once more EngMr, Alfred D. Shaw, the well
Next Friday evening, May 17, the
hygiene to be considered. Ventilaland and France, working together members of the junior class of the WEN
seEnglish
known
has
tenor,
been
Third.
Phone
868
tion
South
usually is poor in under ground
Mee, 116
-.
cured for the coming festival. There In the diplomatic field, have added High 'school will give their, play, "A
Payne A Young, Chicago And Now rooms and the installation of artificto the isolation of Germany.
Case of Suspension", in tbe auditorepresentatives.
ial ventilating apparatus, seldom will necessarily be great curiosity to
York.
The new Franco-Japanese treaty is rium of the school. Rehearsals are
hear this much talked of singer, who
satisfactorily
works
by
reason
the
of
THE BUN can be found at the followofficially confirmed. It is regarded as being held daily and the prospects
draft necessitated. It is hardly con- has already appeared in most of the,
ing places:
due
largely to the influence of King are that it will be one of the best
R. D. Clements A Co.
souaut with our modern ideas of cor- principal American festivals with
Edward.
Van Culin Bros.
ever given by the students. The play
success.
marked
Mr
Shaw
has
been
rective punishment to jeopardize the
Palmer House.
Great Britain and Russia already is a clever littie college story teemespecially engaged to appear in The
health
prisoners,
reduce
of
and
their
John Wilhelm's.
have approved the general lines of 'lag over with bright sayings and ofmoral and mental stamina by re- Messiah and Rossini's Stabat Mater
treaty.
the
-Teeing splendid opportunity to work
the annual Messiah festival
ducing their physical vigor. If the In
Thus France, England, Roasts and in musical features. Miss Adah L.
throughout
Holy
week
at
Lindsborg,
objections naturally
occuring to
Japan have reached an understand- Brazelton, of the High school faculty,
-41
-1
one against the plan proposed can be Kan. Following this he retterna east ing over their
respective interests in and Miss Anna Larkin -have charge
for
a
round
of
oratoria
appearances
•
overcome, there is merit in the prothe far east, while Germany is prac- of the rehearsals. The High school
SATURDAY, MAY 11.
ject. Otherwise, we should say that beginning with the Worcester festi- tically ignored.
orchestra will furnish music.
any apparent saving in the original val in June. Mr. Shaw's engagement
Means Peace in Far East.
•
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
cost would be more than counter- here is sure to add largely to the inThe fact that Russia has assented
An Ideal All-Around Newspaper.
terest in our own forthcoming festiApril, 1907.
balanced in the long run.
to the treaty'berween France and
Probably no other newspaper In
val, singing in association with the Japan
Apr11 1...305
April 16...3910
Business Phones_____$2.50 per month
Is significant. It means that the United
States can show so brilApril 2...3990
April 17...39-06
Villifled and charged with every- other splendidly endowed artists al- Russia and Japan have no further
Residence Phone
$1.50 per month
array
features
liant
special
an
of
April 3...3897
April 18...3908 thing bordering on fraud, because ready announced
Headed by Innes' quarrel over Manchuria. England's
suited
the
tastes
needs
to
and
of
evApril,. 4. ..3e03
April 19..
they insisted on purchasing an elec- ;sixty players and the locally trained adherence with Russia means that
April 5...3893
April 29...3935 tric lighting outfit at a cost of $7,-'festival choruses, there seems every they will not clash in the Yangtse ery member of the family as the Chicago Record-Herald. Its regular
April 6...3892
April 22...3987 9000 below that, which
a certain reason to predict for the coming cel- valley. France will be undisturbed in
April 8...390-0
April 23...3896 member of the board of public works l ebration not only a great financial Siam and Indo-China, and Japan will daily and Sunday features include
the letters of William E. Curtis and
April 9...1941
April 24_4-097 wished to saddle on the city, mem- ,success for the Woman's club, but have a free hand In Corea.
April 1'd. ..3999
April 25... 4115 bers of the late general council finds also such an artistic triumph as will • At the same time, it is explained Walter Wellman, besides the special
April 26...4119 themselves justified by the report of advance the cause of music in this the entente will be strictly limited dispatches from the great centers.
April 11. -3944)
Next in importance comes the RecBuy your Lumber, Sashes, Shingles
April 12... 3965
April 27 _4125 Superintendent
Keebier, showing 'city beyond comparison with any ef- to the maintenance of the status
unparalleled foreign
April 29...4155 that since the Installation of the new fort in the past. The festival is set quo. It does not touch China and has ord-Herald's
April 13...4912
and Mouldings from
April 15...3910
April 30...4132 apparatus the city is maintaining for May 24. at Wallace park, and not anything resembling an offensive news service, embracing its own special cables and those of the New York
Total
1'03,237 2-02 arc lamps at an average cost of tickets are being disposed of rapidly or defensive feature.
of ComHerald, World, Journal
Anglo-Russian
Treaty
Average for April, 1906
Due.
iby
the
ladies of the Woman's club.
4018 813.33 per light, as compared with
Associated, Press. Its
Nevertheless, taken In connection merce and
Average for April, 1907
3971 $22 6-2 per light with the old equipand save your money, for it is not the
with
the
Russo-Japanese
under- pages devoted to commercial and
ment, or a saving of nearly $2,010.0
money you make but the money you
standing which shortly will be con- financial news of all kinds are un47 n the year at the present rate.
accuracy.
surpassed
in
and
scope
cluded
and
the
Anglo-Russian
agreesave
that counts.
Personally appeared before me, Those were honest public servants.
I
features
ment both of which are supplemen- Among other noteworthy
this May /.. 1907, E. J. Paxton, gentary to Anglo-Japaese and Franco- are its popular sporting
page, Its I
eral manager of The Sun, who afJudging from the report of the
Russian alliances and the Anglo- sound editorials. Kiser's humorous 011111111111111111111111111111
firms that the above statement of i xtravagances indulged in by the Lettuce
5 cents a bunch French, the entente creates
a com- "Alternating Currents," the lively
the circulation of The Sun for the . A)ndon county council In fitting up Sweet
Potatoes
$1 a bushel bination in the far east and a new "Stories of the Street and Town,"
month of April, 1907, is true to the I he alms houses the ambition of ev- , Irish
Potatoes
$1 a bushel groupine of the powers in Europe
of the railroad and insurance columns,
beat of his knowledge and belief.
i ry English country boy may con-'New Potatoes
10 cents a box extreme significance. It constitutes,
music and drama, society and clubs,
PETER PURYEAR.
istently be to go to London when he String Beans
1IY cents box as stated, another signal evidence
of daily reviews of the latest
books,
Notary Public.
I rows up and be a pauper.
Egg Plant
.19 cents each the success of Great Britain's diplothe continued story, the "Woman
My commission expires January
Cucumbers
PO cents each matic maneuvering for the isolation
Beautiful" department, the daily
22, 1 ite8.
Insurrectionets in the Philippines, Young Onions
. 90 cents a dozen of Germany.
article, "Meals for a Day,"
fashion
i 'be and Ohio have succumbed to Greens
We give you the highest
10 cents a bunch
United States Approves.
news of the lakes, etc., besides a
i
he
blandishments
of the genial sec- Beets
Daily Thought.
5 cents bunch
It is understood that the United complete array of local and domesclass Dental work at the lowGod never gave a man an ambi- etary of war. The Taft smile may be- Radishes
3 bunches le cents States approved in advance of the
est possible price.
tic news-all uniting to give the peo4 ome as famous as that less graceful Strawberries
tion he could tint achieve.
20 cents quart aim of tthe
negotiations between
northwest
Plates
and
a
Chicago
ple
the
of
$5.00
i ne of Mr. Roosevelt's, so popular Grape fruit
3 for 25 cents France and Japan, and felnd no obcomplete and Interesting all-around
Crowns..
Gold
i
_$4.00
mong
cartoonists.
_THE TENNESSEE.
Bananas
15 cents doses jection thereto.
;
newspaper.
Bridge work
$4.00
Oranges
4,0-64) cents dozen
St. Louis papers speak enthusiasForeign Minister Pichon said toThe Sunday' Magazine of the 'neeStars
and
stripes
Rising
and
the
Apples
Ciotti
75 cents a peck day:
tically of the opening of the Tennes- ,
1.00 ill)
ord,
Herald Is an artistic and literary
35 to 75 cents
gee river to all-the-year-round nave un floated over the Taft-Kuroki ban- Chickens
._ .75
Silver
"The purpose of the entente Is to triumph. Famous authors and Iluet
last
night,
the
moon
and
peeped
Turkeys
17 1-2 cents lb secure additional guarantees for the
gation calling attention to the great
paper
presswork,
lustrators,
tine
and
window.
n the
Mere Pais Is Uaknwe,
Eggs
2(1 cents a citizen maintenance of peace in the far east,
aenefit to St. Louis houses, and, in- I
combine to make It the rival of the
Butter
25 centa a pound being simply a logical continuation
ieed. St. Louis' trade up the Tennesgreat independent periodicals and a
How Is Mrs Spain getti,pg along? Rhubarb
Ws take out your old teeth and insert new ones the same day.
5 cents bunch of France's policy of concluding arlee is enormous. But Paducah, right
departure in Sunday journaldistinct
Peas
10 cents a box rangements designed to prevent tomIt the mouth of the great stream, ,
All work guaranteed 10 years.
ism
Ham
17c lb plications wherever France has speKnows something of the benefits ac- '
Examination Free.
Sausage
10e lb cial interest."
!ruing as the trade develops.
Al- '
His
failings
leaned
virtue's
to
Lard
side.
12
1-20
M
-eady a permanent line between Pa-Goldsmith.
int:eh and Chattanooga Is establishYOU DON'T HAVE TO WA IT
New Real Estate Agency.
Over Cherry's Grocery, 2nd ti B'Way.
ed, while the St. Louis packets ply
Every doe makes you feetbetter
Lax-Pm
Office Hours. S.. m tog p.m. Phone 330 Jund•y. 9 a. m.t• 4 p.m.
Mr. J. L. Perryman has opened an keeps your whole insides tight. Sold on the ANNOUNCEMEN'T TO
getween the lower river points. Chatoffice for the real estate and insur- money-back plan everywnere. PriOe SO cents.
THE PUBLIC.
anooga and Knoxville, over
100
.4.1=11MiNMEMPIIIMEI
ance
business In room 116. Fraternifiles further tip, maintain continu(Continued from page one.)
"Senator, how
are
the people
ty Building. Old Phone 489 A. New
ing communication by
water, so,
standing by you in your campaign?"
Phone
114.
Any
one
having
real
eswith oply a transfer at Chattanooga,'ntll rescued. Seeing that to
re"First rate." replied Senator Bad'aducah goods may be sent to the I ain tied to the raft meant certain tate to sell would do well to list it
ger, as he took a chew of flnecut.
rery source 'of the tortuous moun- t isaster, the Witzers in their boat with him and any insurance given
"I've sold my crops two years ahead,
sin stream. Not only will trade de- E houted to the men in the skiff to him would be appreciated. See what
mortgaged my home, and made a
'elop as the river is opened for con- t ut the rope. This they could not do real estate he has to sell before you
loan of $10,000. I guess that ought
The entire stock of Clothing. Shoes, Hats, Caps and Gents'
buy.
In his nervousness, C. B. ih'itzer,
inuous navigation, but the passebto keep them by me, hadn't It?"Furnishing
Goods to be sold at less than one-third cost. Also
mr traffic is bound to increase as in_ 1 ho previously had stopped the enMilwaukee Sentinel.
of Musical Instruments, Guns, Pistols, Sporting
line
a
large
sintsicribe for The Sum
ormation, concerning the wonderful I ine, started it again. The sudden
Metered at the postoffice at Paducah.

for

Ky. a• second class matter.
THE DAILY SUN
10
By Carrier, per week
By mall, per month, In advance.. .26
By mail, per year, in advance... 43.80
THE WEEKLY star
Tor year, by mall, postage paid..$1.00
Address THE BUN. Paducah, Ky.

123 SOUTH SECOND ST.
J. J, Newman,Sale Manager.

The Handiest Thing Around the Home,
A Good Working Telephone
Use the Home Telephone. It gives the
service.

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE C01, Inc.

NEED LUMBER?

The Fooks,Acree Lumber Co.

TODAY'S MARKETS

Both Phones 1276.

Tenth and Monroe Sts,

Here to 131.2d
RELIABLE
I Long E.41' stabil/shod I DENTISTRY

I

MMINENT PERIL
BY BROKEN RAFT

THE HILL DENTAL CO.

FIRE, WATER AND SMOKE

cenery along the river becomes wide start broke the cable and they were
pread. Not even tee far famed froe.
ludson can vie with the Tenneesee
Itrignieyer In Danger.
centrally, as she
cuts
her way
Brigmeyer alone was in danger
hrough
the
Cumberland
ridge, a nd he was saved. With the Witzerp.
leaving the mountains as by a knife, t P returned to Paducah last night
he perpendicular cliffs rising 1,500 1The gasoline
boat
was crushed
set straight from the water's edge. slightly In the head. Speaking in his
'adticah lies at the gateway of a Ii rotten English. Brlgmeyer said this
Ich territory and on one of the r timing: "I have been all over the
nain highways of the internal water- v orld in the biggest ships
have
rays' distributing eystem, and her 1een near death many times and
itizens should he alive to the pored- h ave seen death overtake many cornIlitioe and aid rivermen in promot- ii anions, hut never was I so near
tag government work on our streams. d Path as I was while hanging on
t hose logs yesterday
Before I knew
hat- had happened I was hanging
It is of little vital conetiquence
'
rho swore out the second warrant, across the ends of the logs away up
r whether the first was defective, I' the ale looking down into the
\
r whether Mayor )(Pilger did drive river and expecting to go down as
he police court authorities into do- "uddenly as I came up it must have
it
ag their duty, or whether the court b Pon only a few minutes. but
rred on a point of law. It really Peemed hours to MP while I was
tatters little to anybody except Mr. b anging there "
C. B. WItrxr ',line his experience
I', M. Mitchell and his bondsmen,
tether he was violating the law ons id: "We are familiar with the river
gat Sabbath day, whentwo pollee- h ut not with rafts
We didn't Ilk,'
ion saw him carrying a basket of tiho job, but they said not a boat
eer from his saloon to a nearby e uld he gotten. Sossiben the raft
MIPP
The lesson in the sensational f4 ruck the piling WP hardly knew
roceettings. attending his trial in "hich way to turn, though in its sure
olice court, is not so much for di,- il ennesa. little room was left for actory oflicials, as for
I confidently believe both of
the saloon- I' on
aspen'. Whenever anybody is aeon u a would be dead this morning. if I
1 a ItAloon after hours or on Sun, il adn't started that engine through
kV the imapicion is created that, the n Wake, thus breaking the rope that
'loon In question Is violating .the h eld us to the raft."..
,w, and that suspicion will not
The rafts were being taken down
awn
-It May be the proprietor is ti e Ohio river to 0. H. Margrave at
I there for some hooted purpose. He II rookport.
ay. In fact, have kindly kept beer
a ice ror some Saturday customer;
Pitt
Al wtnt on a stbrolk fer shotSt for his own sake. the aaloon- t,sr hours last week
rotor had better
make arrangeMike-An' did VI'S get 'em
outs to stay away treat 4ils place
Pat -Faith, an' 01 did thot. It's
' business from Saturday night un- fy aeilf as ain't worlein' et all *ow --I Monday mottlIng; or. whs. hoclikes° News.
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Goods and Jewelry-all slightly damaged by water. Entire
stock must be sold at once, so come and get first choice.

ARE YOU HALF SICK?

Sale Starts Saturday, April 13, 9 a. m.

A Great Number of People Are, At
This Season of the Year.
Weather conditions not alone affect business they affect the health
of the average person. Take a long
siege of inclement weather like we
are having and you find a host of
half sick people.
Spring days are the days of half
sick people-people just sick enough
to'have little interest in anything Jacob B. Pollock, New Mainagcr ot
the Paducah Jewelry Manubut, not ill enough to go to bed.
'TIM COLD WEATHER TO
facturing Company.
Such a condition calls for attention
TALK ABOUT STRAW HATS
-Immediately, or serious results may
nrr. BY 'ALL THE LAWS.
follow. The liver, stomach, bowels,
THAT
Mr. J. B. Pollock, of Saint Louis.
GOVERN
SUCH
kidney or blood may not be perform- Mo has taken over the entire manTHINGS THIS IS STRAW
ing their function properly, just a agement of the Paducah Jewelry
HAT SEASON, OR SHOULD
trifle In disorder, and once corrected Manufacturing company, formeriy
BE.
you are yourself again.
located, at No. 110 North Fourth
So the New Store blazing the
Osteopathy goes right to the seat street, which has now removed to
way, calls your attention to
of any disorders of this nature, and larger quarters In
rear
the
of
Its window display
of hats
cures them.
Pollock's jewelry store.
that will be worn when SumOsteopathy Is the one natural
We pride ourselves In this departmer does come. Note the wintreatment In all conditions of stom- ment
which turns
out
work with
dow in passing and get a line
ach, liver, bowel, kidney, skin and
promptness,
best workmanship and
on the wonderfully attractive
blood disortters. Without the use of
prices defy Competition. Special atstyles in straw hats that will
any medicines
with proper diet,
tention given to all country orders
be worn this season,
with the dry hot air treatment, where
and repair work.
The Yacht eteleit, the soft
indicated the osteopathic treatment
Wer pay half of all express charges.
straws that can be draped Into
is an assured and permanent cure.
Mr. Pollock ivip call on the public
the graceful, natty styles now
1 should like to talk to you at any
In /Crew days,
so popular in soft hats. are
time about the treatment for yourIf you have any watcher', clocks.
distinctive features of the
self, or any member of your family,
which needs repairing
display.
and the beet testimonials I can of- or jewelry
don't
forget
to give
a trial. tkr14
fer you of the treatment are the comBut there is every style you
mendations of Paducah people whom if not. satisfactory we will refund
can fancy. Notice them In
you know well, who have taken the your money.
'passing, or drop in and let us
All work guaranteed,
tretilment.
show them to you,
We have also a branch office in
Especially Is Osteopathy a rate:mat
treatment of ailments peculiar to Satnt Louis.
The only complete jewelry facchildren.
Phone me at 1407, or cell at my tory located In Paducah.
Offce and 'rectory of Paducah
°Mee, upstairs 516 Broadway. and
Manufacturing
I shall be pleased to consult with Jewelry
company
-wy
rear of pollock's Jewelry attire, 1/18
iyou
franiegnoll'irmalins401-41110`411116.41
Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
DR. 0.9. F
NM.

B. MICHAEL
211 BROADWAY. Near Second

'SHOE FOR
MEN
*113,50
q Proof of what high and consistently sus-

A

tained standards can accomplish is made
evident in every one of the beautiful La
France shoe-creations shown at this store.
In'not one pair has endurance or any other
desirable quality ever been sacrificed. The
La France is as good as it looks. And you
can always be sure quit beneath its dependable upper is a firm and honest sole.

Street

One
of the
"La France"
Unique style*.

SOLE
Expert knowledge governs
its selection,
with special reference to the
upper to which
it is lobe joined,
aided by skilled
tanning which
increases Its
normal* toughness and resilience.

Harbour's Shoe Department

f
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BLOCKS WAY FOR FULTON-LOUISVILLE ACCOMMODATION.
Mrs. 0. P. Eldred is visiting friends
Circuit Court,
in the city on her way home to
L. A. Graham qualified as guarPrinceton from the dedicatory exerdian for Alin) Grimes.
cises at Shiloh park.
Weighs 160 Tons, But Engineer Bees
Dr. D. J. Foster against Maggie
Miss Tina Byrd, of Memphis, who
Slope
Train
and
in
Overstreet, judgment entered
for
Time.
has been ill of fever, is improving.
$186.
Mr. Sam Quissenberry of Memphis,
W. M. Oliver against A. G. Ows!cy
has arrived to take charge of the loand W. B. Smith, continued.
cal Western Union Telegraph office
'Rudy-Phillips Co.
against
the
With supports made frail by reas manager succeeding Mr. J. D. Elcent rains, a boulder estimated to AmerVan ,Express company, continmore, resigned.
weigh fully 160 tons was dislodged ued.
,1 County Clerk
Smedley by a passing
Hiram
Fred Rohenan against Paducah
Illinois Central train
has gone to Louisville on business. yesterday morning
a short distance Traction company, motion and reaMiss Lake Farris, of Salem, has west of Kuttawa, and crashed
down sons for a new trial filed by plaid entered Riverside hospital to be op- the side of a cut settling in
IS THE GOODS TO MAKE 'YOUR
the mid- tiff
erated on for appendicitis.
dle of the railroad tracks. Shortly
Kentucky
and
Indiana bank
WALLS CLEAN, PRETTY, HEALMr. A.' L. Joy flea has returned after the Fulton-Louisville
accom- against Globe Bank and Trust comfrom Kuttewa.
modation pliasereger
train
THY AND ARTISTIC. IT CHANGES
whirled pany, continued.
Mr. John. floberts, the dry goods around the curve, but the engineer
F. G. Rudolph, administrator,
THE COLOR, MAKES HOME LOOK
merchant, IS in Louisville on busi- saw the obstruction in time to pre- against the Illinois
Central railroad,
ness.
vent striking it.
dismissed without prejudice.
NEW AND CHEERFUL FOR THE
Mr. E. L. Huddleston returned last
Contractor F. W. Katterjohn, the
Bean against H. W. Ellis,
R.
R.
vice president to superigtendent of night from a trip through
LITTLE SUM OF
the south- stone quarry man, was aboard the plaintiff filed motion and reasons
machinery.
ern states.
train and after examining the rock, for a new trial.
Wrecker at Work.
,
Miss Bessie Lou Watts, of'Trimble estimated its weight at 320,000
In the case of Fred Rohman
Residents of Paducah were enabled street, who has been sick of grip for pounds. It required much
time and against the Paducah Traction
comthis morning to see the big steam the last week, is better today.
lablor for the wrecking crew to re- pany, a
verdict for $5th). damages was
steel IllinoisCentral derrick wrecking
Mr. H. J. Theobald and family, of move the rock, and the accommodareturned,
car at work on a wreck one square Tennessee street, left last night for tion passenger train was delayed.
-Baled straw at Kamleiter's.
The case of S. Fels-Rueble COM Broadway
and
in
from
nearly
front
Louisville to visit relatives.
-For Dr. Pendley, ring 416.
pany against Woolfolk & Mcalurtrie,
Mrs. Neva L. Hardin, of Texar-For Copeitild's stable phone 100 of the dispatcher's office at Eleventh
was settled by the defendants paying
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400 ',4 street and Kentucky avenue. Islet kana, Ark., who has been visiting
the amount sued on, 8157.34.
night a switch engine ran a string of her mother, Mrs. A. L., Lassiter, SixDUN'S REPORT.
Broadway' Phone 196.
--Fine carnations at 50c per dozen cars into a siding leading to the old teenth and Madison streets, has gone
Marriage Licenses.
freight depot. A defective switch to ,Gasney, S. C., accompanied
at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
by
John Pevotti to Katie Pevotti.
-You know your call'ng cards caused them to leave the track and Mrs. Bonner Dodson.
New York, May 11.-R. G Dun & Italians of near Erin, Ill.
Mrs. Noble Parker has returned
are correct when they come from the two flat cars were derailed, one beCo.'s weekly review of trade Monday
from a visit to relatives in Memphis,
Sun office. Script cards and plate, ing smashed to kindling wood,
will say:
County Court.
Jackson and Lexington, Tenn.
61.50 a hundred; the Old English at
Personals.
Weather conditions, unseasonable
Judgment for the defendant was
$3.00.
Mr. Willie
Henneberger has
Superintendent A. H. Egan, of
almost beyond precedent, have re- entered in the case of Carl Post
-For an enjoyable river trip, take the Louisville division of the Illinois gone to St. Louis on business. tarded retail trade and agriculture to against Henri Sheers, for a150 Worth
the steamer George Cowling for Me- Central is in Paducah today on busiProf. F. W. Roman, of the State
an extent that cannot yet be meas- of farming and household effects, by
tropolis next Sunday, May 12, Boat ness.
Normal school at Bowling Green, is
ured, but the loss will be consider- County Judge R. T. Lightfoot.
Incorporated.
leaves wharf at 9 a, m. and 2 p. m.
Mr. Frank Dugan, storekeeper for the guest of Prof. E. G. Payne today.
able. Spring opened with the brightWhite people only. Round trip 25c. the Illinois Central, returned from
Mr. LeRoy Lightfoot, of Henderest prospects for business and crops,
Deeds Filed.
Boat returns at 6 p. m.
Mayfield this morning after a brief son, a nephew of County Judge R. T.
-- but record breaking results can no
K.
D.
Snell
to 0. Wheeler, property
-The better grade of gasoline buy visit to
Lightfoot, is in the city. He .was
MAGNOLIA Grove is making arfriends.
longer
attained.
be
thus
May
far
on
Salem
avenue
81 and other conof Kamleiter, per gallon, 20c.
rangements for a big ball May 17 at
Mr. William Littlf, the well known formerly located here and is a music- has brought complaints
of excessive siderations
-Souvenir book of the city just sawyer, is back
W. 0. W. hall.
in the Illinois Cen- ian of much ability.
cold from almost every section of the
the thing to send your filends abroad tral planing mill. He had been
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Marout
FOR RENT-Seven room fiat, seccountry,
and
in many cases it Is
for sale at. R. D. Clements & Co,
In Police Court.
of the service several 'months, and ley, 722 South Sixteenth street, a
ond floor Thompson apartment house
found that merchants' collections
'FL M. Clements, colored, who
-The contract for repairing the his fellow tradesmen were pleased at daughter.
417 Washington. Old phone 2130.
have been slow on that account.
stood at Fourth street and Broadway
roof of the market house was let to his return.
NICE PONY for salts Phone 350.
'Rural Route Carrier Homer GraIRVIN POLK has best and cheapFreight congestiost is relieved, Sunday morning at 11 o'clock and
'Mr. Chris Miller. The contract for
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy- est pasture in the county.
Mr. W.
Hitt, traveling freight ham, of route No. 5, is ill and Harri- however, and traffic is very heavy.
For parrefused
to
move
requested
when
by
varnishing the interior wood work
agent of the Norfolk & Western rail- son Simmons is acting for him.
ticulars ring 911 ring 1.
partly in preparation for fall and Patrolman Shelby not to blockade cles, 326-328 South Third street.
has not been let yet.'
Dr. F. G. Cosby, of Glenwood adroad, was In the city today,
WANTED- A cook. Both phones
winter business, which is viewed withi the sidewalk,
FOR SALE-A hip. class combiwas fined $20 and.costs
-City subscribers to the Daily :Mr. Irvine P. 'Blanton, commercial dition, was seized last night with an
415.
confidence, while last year's pressure in police court
nation saddle and harness mare, sevthis
morning.
Sun who wish the delivery of their agent of the Atlantic & Birmingham acute attack of stomach trouble.
caused a big movement of coal and
QUICK MEALS at all sours, Buch- en years did , and in excellent condiRobert McGee and Will Jefferson,
papers stopped must notify our col- railroad, was In the city
Misses Azzie and Cora Hudson, of
anan's 219 Kentucky avenue.
tion. James Campbell, Jr., 127 S.
yesterday
attractive prices bring a vast tonnage colored charged with
breaking
into
lectors or make their requests direct calling on the shippers
and receivers Paducah, are the pretty guests of of wheat to primary markets.
4th street.
BUCHANAN'S
Restaurant.
Open
Blacknall's
saloon and stealing
to The Sun office. No attention will of freight.
Mrs. Lloyd Grimes.-Fulton Leader.
The outlook in the iron and steel brandy and other liquors,
day and night, 219 Kentucky avenue.
PUBLIC SALE- May 14, 1907,
were
grantbe paid to such orders when given
Misses Birch Hollingsworth
and industry
was never brighter. Steel ed continuances.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring at 10 a. m. at the corner of Sevto oar Gerrie**. •iikts Publishing Co.
Hazel Johnson. -and Mrs. 0. P. Elrails are constantly ordered, much
enth and Ada,ms streets, a complete
Other cases:
Robert Cook, petit 43/ F. Levin.
-We give you better carriage and
dred, of Princeton, 'Ky., returned
new business being in light rails for larceny, dismissed;
laundry
outfit will be sold. C. A. IsFelix Hardwick,
RING 366; either phone,
for
better service for the money, than
home at noon today.Accompanied by
bell, administrator.
trolley lines, and makers of agricult- drunkenness,
is given by any transfer company in
Furniture
81
All"
"Cleans
and
costs; E. C.
Polish.
Mrs. R. W. McKinney, of this city,
ural implements are purchasing here Terrell, breach
AN INCOME FOR TI-FE FAMILY
America. Fine carriages for special
of ordinance, dismisspresident of the local chapter of the
TELEPHONE 655 for
hickory
freely,
-Dividends
that will please you Iloccasions on short notice, also ele- OPINION OF CHIEF
ed;
Stewart,
Noah
colored, breach wood.
WOOD IN United Daughters of the ConfederTextile mills are still actively en- of peace, and George.
lustrated report with 40, photos free.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer CO.
Lender,
malicREGARD TO FIRE.
acy, they attended the unveiling of
CLOTHES cleanea, pressed, regaged, as a rule, but in thi "primary ious
Address International Lumber, Drez
open meeting will be held by
cutting, continued.
the monument erected at Shiloh batpaired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 959-a.
markets
there
is
ed Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
some
Irregularity
.
.
the union carpenters at Central Latlefield to the memory of the ConfedR. S. BUCKMAN carpenter 333
Cotton goods are no cheaper, but Vie
bor Hall Monday night. The public
FOR HARNESS
will be a
erate soldiers from Llse state of AlaIn Bankruptcy,
North
Eighth.
Math
and
Boyd
Streets
effect
of
Building
the
backward
season
Is
on
reis invited.
credit to the horse, owner and makReferee in -Bankruptcy B. W. Bagbama,
•
Again Scene of Mysterious
tail trade is felt in all departments.
FOR RENT-Furnished room at er. Call on the Paducah
-Place your orders ror wedding
Harness
by is hearing final argument to pass
Mr. George Cabel went to LouisMorning Blaze.
Business at first hands is more active
912 &roadway. Phone 2388.
and Saddle Co., 2.04 Kentucky ayeThe Sun is
Invitations at home.
on liens in the T. Re
ville at noon where he will accept a
.hkopf Saddlery
on forward contracts than for quick
THREE GOOD HUSTLERS wanted flute.
showing as great an assortment as
company bankruptcy case. The liens
position with one of the daily padelivery, and there is less offering
at once. Barksdale Bros.. Co.
anywhere at prices
you will find
amount to more than $25,0041.
COME To SEE US. We are pre
pers.
of premiums for spot goods .Yet the
much lower than you will have to
Fire, of unknown origin, startANYONE desiring stock pastured. pared to do horse shoeing and genMrs. T. G. Stevenson. 42e Haramills are not offering concessions.
pay elsewhere.
ing in the walls of the Tom Clark sa- han boulevard, went to Princeton
Ring old phone 178 ring 1.
eral blacksmithing. All work guarCity Borrows 65,000.
which may be due in part to the high
-Don't oe ntscouraged if all oth- loon, 'Ninth and Boyd streets, did
Give us a trial. Willie
today to visit relatives.
FOR SALE-Cheap, square piano anteed
instructions
under
from
the
Acting
cost of raw cotton. The only Interer mice, rats and roach exterminer- damage to the extent of $2.0.0 at 5
Mason & Co., Eighth and Jones
Mr. Gregory •Harth has recovered
general council, Mayor Yeiser today Apply 320 North Fifth street.
est
of
the
jobbing
trade
is
in
fall
Kamletter'e,
store have failed-try
o'clock this morning. The .fire had from the measles.
FOR RENT-2 unfurnished rooms
FOR SAL-V7The only bakery in
goods, current needs having been borrowed from the American-German
a home product, per box 25c.
gained some little headv.tay but Fire
Miss Angelis Dewees, of Central
Nation,a1 bank, 88 000, with which to to a couple, all conveniences, 522 town of 4.500 inhabitants. Railroad
supplied,
Export
trade
continues
-The steamer George Cowling company, No. 3, did good work. In- City, returned home today
after visthe current expenses of the city North Eighth. Phone 1147.
center. Confectionery and restaurant
featureless, the only sales being rule
will make three special exenrsion surance is carried but will fall short
go.vernment, salaries and claims, uniting Mrs. A. C. McClure, 132A Jefin connection, at a bargain. Addresa
WANTED
-Team
fast
small
young
parcels
for
the
Red
Sea. As
trips to Metropolis Sunday, May 12, of the loss. This is the second time ferson street.
til taxes come in next June.
mules. A, 11 Laevison & Co Phone Elite Cita: Battey, P. 0. Box 296,
to woolens, men's wear orders appear
leaving Paducah at 9 a. m • 2 p. m. this property has caught fire.
Two
'Messrs. Gus and E. H. Covington
Princeton, Ky.
145.
less
freely,
and
only.
the slow movement
m. White people
and 6
weeks ago fire, originating in
the arrived In the city at noon from
At a called meeting of the hoard of
LEFT OVER- We have a few
is also attributed to the weather, reRound trip 25 cents.
FOR SAI,E-Household and kitchwall, damaged a barber shop which Mayfield.
public works the street Inspector was
spring
wagons and buggies that we
tail
announceclothiers
invitations,
-"Weaning
making little preparaNorth
adjoins the frame saloon
building.
Mr. Leroy Lightfon t- returned to
instructed to confine the street work en furniture. Apply 626
must get out of our way, and to de
tion for another season when current
ments and every character of enThe property is, owned by Mr. W. A. Henderson today after a business
for the remainder of the year to Twelfth between 12 and 4 p. m.
so, will sell at a bargain, If sold at
distribution is so slow.
graved work is given careful, perGardner. Chief Wood thinks the trip here.
FOR 'RENT-Nicely
furnished once. Sexton Sign Works 16th and
the repairing of dangerous places and
While the footwear trrarket cannot
sonal attention at the gun job office.
fire of incendiary origin, and will in.
'Mr. and Mrs F. P. Dugan, 6049 Ten
cleaning the streets. No graveling front room, all conveniences, 837 Madison. Phone 401.
--Notwiaisstiauding the inclement
be termed active, there is a steady
ye/ideate thoroughly.
Jefferson,
neseee street, returned today from
will be done. •
WANTED-For U. S. Army: Able.
weather a large crowd patronized the
volume of business that keeps New
Mayfield.
FOR SALE-Fine invalid chair, bodied unmarried men between ogee
excurslotrgiVeny the Paducah CenEngland producers fairly well enMiss Winifred Way. of Mt Vernon.
Mrs. W. E. Houghton, of Covingrubber tire, up to-date, almost new. of 21 and 35; citizens of United
tral Labor union on the steamer "J.
gaged, Prices are generally firm.
Ill., arrived this afternoon to visit ton, returned home today after visitStates, of good character and temthe
left
Address Chair, care Sun
boat
The
night.
S." last
Leather is steady and quiet, deMrs Harry McElwee, 333 South ing Captain M. M: Mullins, of Trimperate habits, who can speak, read
_wharf shortly after g n'elock and
creased production having strengthFOR RENT-Tbira floor over
Fifth street.
hie street,
and Write English. For information
went below Metropolis. Dancing was
ened the position of tanners. DoFrank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
apply to recruiting officer, New Rich•eee
.e enjoyed and the excursion proved
it. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
mestic: hides advaneed with the sea
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
satisfartory.
monable improyenlent in quality.
WHEN
in a hurry, go to Bather
;sl'essee
""••••••,.
Weather reports have dominated
itunn
'c
s h219 Kentucky avenue, for your
COST OF A COUNTY JAIL
commodity exchanges, the net result
••••
UNDER THE corm HOUSE
being a further rise in prices. DoGASOLINE LAUNCH for hire to
County Judge R. T. Lightfoot and
mestic statements of injury by in.
small parties. Licensed operator. New Magistrate C. W. Emery have been
eects and cold were supplemented by
!phone 344; old phone 2840.
busy figurine on the cost of a jail if
poor progress in many other nations.
Master Mechanic R. E. Fulmer, of
FOR fine sample shoes at half built under the court house. The
two
and the export demand was mainthe Illinois Central, occupies
price call at Ben Klein's, 1,07 Broad- Jail would cost about $I7.4).90 and
tained in the face of discouraging
positions at present and likewise two
way,
could be paid for in two years withPrices.
offices. Part of the time he is in his
fonr-elied gas stove and four out an additional tax levy.
ONE
buildroom
store
the
office
in
-n
"For $13.0l.m. we can have the celfans for sale. Apply to 112 1,4 Kening, and the remainder of his time
HOTEL ARRI1*.ALS.
lar prepared for the installation of
tucky avenue,
he
ehope,
the
touring
Paltner-O.
Devon,
In
N.
spent
not
Cincinnati;
cells," said Magistrate Emery. "For
C. R. Eaves, St. Louis: A. Q. Oilman.
WitNISHED front room for rent
can be found occupying the office of
$7,0oo We can easily install cells.
Electric
There
lights.
Cincinnati;
Apply
shops.
Ellison.
to
H.
the
513
A.
of
foreman
Hattiesgeneral
North
The
wreckage from the old jail will
Sixth street.
burg, Miss.; A. Beard, Louisville; J.
Is no general foreman as no one has
bring $3,1100
Repairs on the old
F.
„Mathis,
Memphis:
LightLeRoy
Fulsucceed
Mr.
WANTED-- Tn rent 3 or 4 room
been appointed to
jail are costing us an amount penal'
foot, Henderson;
E. J. Gamble,
house. Address B., care Sun, stating
mer.
to '5 per cent on $50s000 per year.
Grand Rapids, .Mich.; Sam Remk'k,
number of rooms and rent asked.'
Mr. Joe Walker, foreman of the
"The money can be borrowed at 5
Maelleid; R. M Thornberry, OwensNashville division, has been rectum
-FOR artistic and up-to-date room
per cent and paid out of next year's
has
boro;
been
As
Myer,
J.
announced,
W.
for
Washington;
W.
mended, and the appointment is exdecorating see Rigby, 220 Adams
tax funds and the year following.
W. Hargrove, Jackson. Tenn.:
Dr.
a time we will sell Shop Caps
street, or phone 1935.
pected daily.
and will not necessitate an Increase
Woolly.
0.
W.
Indianapolis.
for TWO CENTS on MonMaster mechanic Fulmer will make
TOM' -On IoniaMe road near Oak
of the tax levy,"
Belvedere---J. J. Millet, Louisville:
ho changes in his corps of clerks He
days only. Come in any time
Grove cemetery, bras. front to auThe proposed new tall would acA. J. Ransom, Buffalo; W. B. Ward,
stated this morning that the men had
tomobile headlight. Return to this
Monday and get one of these
commodate
Metropolis; A. M. Ruter, Louisville:
138 prisoners-in sincomwere
and
positions
warned their
Alice and receive reward.
caps. Only one cap sold to
gle cells. The old fail accommodates
R.' L. Trimble. Covington; N. 'Heypetent to fill them.
l'OR RENT- AbOnt inns 1, throe shout 441 la double cells
man, New York; J. 31. Lewis, New
each customer.
A contemporary named 1. 0, Rawn,
room house, at 1100 South Fourth
York; J. D. Jones, Waverly, Tenn.
as superintendent of machinery of
street. Apply to S. A. Hill. Telephone
St. Nteholas- J. M. Scarbro,!BretIllinois central with authority to .p.964.
Wing; C. S. Hicks, Jackson; C. Wood,
10 Young Men Wanted
point a general foreman for Paducah
Byrneonla, .I. C' Barnes, &r. msonia;
-FOR SALE --- NOw th-res room
*New this thing worries Me. If my right side appears in title reflection te
to learn Jewelry trade. ('all
shops. There has been no bulletin
beget, let 4Oxid. sit blocks from
R Y. Wilkerson. Claringtqu, Ark •
out denoting thet Mr.'Rawn has been be any leikelcie, why on earth don't my feet appear to be my heed?"
Paducah
Ilutcbr,..,p" snst wife, Brook
Jewelry Mfg. Co
R.
E.
ittilon
station,
at Sc.ef)
011 phone
_
reduced from the position of seetuld
333 nrssawae
ley,\Asrk.; R. A 4C/it ford, Fulto12;
Pollock. kllan•o. P
/2:4.

Vars. Yerrirnan

•.)

Xas returned from dt. louts, and will be

found in charge of Dress Aaking Department
Yitonday, ready to assist all old customers and

Cementico..

any new ones who will so honor her.

guck, hi1Iips cVo.

55 Cents

•

4

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

INCENDIARY

•

AN OPTICAL PROBLEM.

.•,.,

•

1 RAILROAD NOTES1

SHOP
CAPS
cents
MONDAY

-

-

AL.

mit PADUCAH EVENING Sint
111.93

SATURDAY, MAY If.

IP

PURELY
VEGETABLE

DE43T/tOY THE CAINE.

NO APPLICATION

You Cannot- Cure Dandruff Witfiout
Destroying the cause of It.

Whittemore's

We -are show
ing the new
golden brown
in ladies' oxfords, all sizes

•Ml

Real
Estate
Bargains

NERD BE MADE BY ANY TEACHMany people wash their scalps
S. S. S. is recognized everywhere not only
as the best of all blood puriER FOR HER POSITION.
Bers and the greatest of all tonics,
Saturd
ay night or Sunday to try to
bet the one medicine that can be taken
with absolute safety by everyone.
keep the dandruff down for the week
Young or old, those in robust health,
or
those whose systems are delicate and
but on Monday night the scalp has
run-down, may use it with the
same
good results, and equally without fear
of any unpleasant or injurious alter ikiara Will consith,r Members of begun to itch, and Tuesday
morning
effects. Next in importance to removing the
cause of any disease is the
will find a good supply of dandruff
Present (lorpni .tmilicants Unless
condition in which the system is left
after a course of medical treatment,
i when the fieir is brushed. There is
Medicines containing mercury, potash
Notified.
or other strong mineral ingredients
often do permanent injury by eating oat
but one real ecientific way of curing
the delicate lining and tissues of
the stoinacle producing chronic Dyspep
Foantain Ave. northwest corner
'dandruff; and that is to kill the
sia, unfavorably affecting the bowels
,
and so deranging the system otherwi
se, that even if the original disease had
Rarris
on, six room house. Bath room.
Igerm
that
causes
it.
and
falling hair,
been renetr,ed from the reystem it is
At the finial
meeting of city
left in such a weakened and derang
and finally. baldness. There is only Fine home, $3,000; $1,000 cash, baled school
condition that the health is permanently
teachers at Washington school
impaired. S. S. S. enjoys the disone preparation that will destroy the ance easy.
tinction of being the only blood medicine
on the market that does not contain yesterday afternoon they were notia mineral ingredient of some kind.
)germ, and that is Newbro's HerpiFRATERNITY BUILDING
It is made entirely of the healing, cleans- fied that one
of the trustees said it i cide.
ing extracts and juices of roots, herbs
TELEPHONES 885.
It is an entirely new discovand barks gathered directly from the
Golden brown is just the latest color in browns and is
would be unnecesary to make formel
%rests and fields of nature, under our own
Monroe, No. 161, 7-room two stoery and the only hair preparation
supervision, and when they reach
being worn extensively everywhere.
our laboratory contain all their original
applica
tion
for
their
positio
ns
next
valuable tonic and blood purifying
that is based on the new scientific ry house, velth bath, hall and porches,
properties. We offer a reward of $1,000
for proof that S. S S. contains a year, as all teachers will be consid- principle.
We received a shipment by express yesterday and have
In addition Herpleide is 50 ft. lot, $3,000. $2,000 cash, balparticle of mineral in any form. Being
made entirely from these vegetable ered applicants for re-election unless
a very refreshing hair dressing for ance easy.
ingredients S. S. S. is absolutely harmle
all
sizes.
This shoe is made in the popular two eye ribbon
ss to the system, and while curing the board is notified that they do not
disease adds health and strength to
Jefferson Street, West End, beregular toilet use. Sold by leading
ties.
every part of the body. S. S. S. cures desire
to remain in the service. Each
Rheumatism, Catarrh, Scrofula, Sores and
druggists. Send Ifre in stamps for tween 24th and 25th, north-side, 50
Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Contagious
Drop in and let us show it to you, along with our splendid
Blood Poison, and'aTI other blood trouble
principal was requested to ascertain
s by removing the cause and supsample
to The Herpicide Co, De- ft. lot 6-room new house, $2.500.
plying the circulation with health-giving
if
any
instruc
lines
tor
desires
of Men's, Women's and Children's Shoes for spring
Terms easy.
not to teach troit, Mich.
and strength-producing qualities.
W. B. McPherson. SpeTHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
next
year
and
report
to
Mechan
advanc
in
icsbur
e
of
summe
g
and
2-room
r.
house
10
ATLANTA, GA.
cial Agent.
the election. Recently application
ft. lot, near big mills. Rent $5 per
blanks were ordered printed, and
month. Price $300. Pays 20 per
number of infants at morning servcent. green on the investment.
teachers were erten to understand
ice. Adult baptism and confirmation
South Eighth corner Norton, 3
that all would-1:1'We to make formal
at evening service. Holy communion
houses, one lot $2,000, half cash.
application.
at 7:30 a. in. Sunday school ^itt 9:30.
405 Broadway.
Pays 15 per cent gross on the inSuperintendent of Buildings Fred
Following is the program of vestment.
Hoyer has been instrUcted to make
special music:
No. 1314 Trimble street, 6-room 2a pattern of a pocket running the
Processional
Hymn, Christ is story house, 50 fot lot. $2,500.
full length of the new•seats ordered
What Quay Advised.,
p:ompt and skillful treatment the
'Made the Sure Fountain—Smart.
No. 1129 North 14th, Good 3-froetil
for the auditorium. The
pockets
It Is said that a representative of patient died on 'Monday."—MilwauSpecial Hymn of Consecration, home, 40 foot lot,
$1,100
,
half
cash, a 'big firm of contrac
provided in the new seats are not
tors asked Sen- kee Sentinel.
tune Grace church—Pleyel.
A $rOnta fele
balance 1 year.
large enough for all books, and an
ator Quay for his inflnence in the
Te Deem, festal setting— Lloyd.
No.
1248
South
6th,
4-room
house
extra expense of $50 will be insurletting of the capitol contracts.
Soloists Miss Langstaff, Miss Calissi 50 foot lot, $1,350, $500
cash. High
—WO cash, balance $30 per
red by the 250 new pockets, which
"Better keep out of that altoand Mr. Mac/Millen.
dry healthy, on car line.
month with interest. What have you
will have to be made at the desk
gether
," he is reported to have reBaptismal Hymn--Father
No. 1219 Salem ave. 3-room house,
to sell in the way of a five to iiever
Who
factory.
tiiiggeett sand °waistThy Flock are Feeding--Barnard.
$600; $50 cash balance $10 per plied. "Everybody connected with room house on these terms?
Property
Office Phones 369.
Offertory solo—Fear Ye Not Oh month. $550 all cash. Rents $6.00 the state capitol business will be in must be located in
Residence Phones 726
good locelity and
the
peniten
tiary
before
they
Israel—Mr. MacMilleu.
per month.
are worth the money
asked. Would concnnipbwii Building, PatcluCgdi, Ky.
No.'1203 Salem ave. 3-room ell through with it"
Recessional
Hymn—Stand
sider South Side as far down as
up,
It
is
predict
ed
that
house,
his prophecy Sixth and Tennessee. It
40 foot lot. $850, half cash.
stand up, for Jesus.
will cost you
Mechanicsburg lots, near the big will be fulfilled—at least, in part.— nothing to investigate
Evening Service.
this propose
Philadelphia Ledger.
Processional
tion and It may restate in a quick sale.
Hymn — Onward mills, 15 lots for $800. A gool inDearly Paid for Advice.
his money into bills, fold them, and
vestment that is absolutely safe and
Christian Soldiers.
We have both phones. Use them. No.
A man with a mania for answering thus double his money.
Presbyterian.
that will be very profitable.
Skillful Treatment.
Magnif
127, II. C. Hollins, Trueheart
icat—S
imper
advert isernents has had some interFPRST--The Rev. W. E. Cave, pasNext he sent for twelve useful
North 16th street, between HarAn exchange refers to the great
Offertory solo, for Ever With the
eating experience. He learned that household article
••
s and got a package tor. Morning subject: "Individual- Lord—Mrs.
rlsoi and Clay, new 3-room home, 40 aid rendered to
‘
Tom Johnson
Lewis.
by
by sending $1 to a Yankee he could of needles.
i ism." Evening subject: "The Word
foot
lot
Haraha
n
Additi
on,
$1,450
Mr.
Brysrn
;
The
in
.that gubernatorial camregular choir will be assisted
The Ineperial Railway Administraget a cure for drunkards. And he I He was slow
to learn so he sent of the King."
by Messrs. MacMillen and Owen, $100 cash, balance $12.50 per Month. paign. Yes; that
recalls
Mark tion bureau of Japan is to construct
did. It was to "take the pledge and $1 to find out "how
Jefferson stret, $900 lot; north Twain:s early,
to get rich."' KENTUCKY AVENUE-- The Rev. basses;
effort as a reporter: IS railways, a total length of 1,275
Mr. Bemberger, tenme Mrs.
keep it."
1"Work hard and never spend a cent." J. R. Henry, pastor. Morning subaide betwen 13th and 14th streets.
"Dr. Sawyer called in and under his miles.
Leila
Wade
Lewis
and Miss Caroline
Then he sent ea cents to find out That stopped him.
Madison street, Fountain Park adject: "The Guide and the Goal."
Ham, Soprano, with Mr. Owen Tulbow to raise turnips successfully. He I But bis brother
dition, between 16th and 17th, lo'
wrote to find out Evening subject: "Felix."
ley
at
the
organ.
found out: "Just take hold of the lhow to write withou
50x165 feet, $600, half cash.
CUMBERLAND-- The Rev. Jost a pen and ink.
The offering is for the parish aptope and lift."
Rowlandtown, 50 foot lots from
He was told to use a lead pencil.
eph eltbeskt , pastor. No preaching
portio
nment
for
general missions and $150 and
Being young he wished to marry
$200 each, $10 cash, balHe paid $1 to learn how to live service. Sunday rchool at court house
$135 is asked for.
and sent thirty-four 1-cent stamps to without work,
ance 45.00 per month.
and was told on a 9:30 a. m., •Mrs. Province, superina Chicago firm for information as to postai card:
Harrison street lots, Terrell's ad"Fish for easy marks as tendent,
how to make an impression. When we do."—From
Salvati
on
dition,
.1,1-my.
10 lots $300 each, $250 cash,
the Hardware ReSunday
the answer came it read: "Sit down porter.
morning,
Fifth and balance #5.00 per month.
Christian.
Broadway, le a. m ; Fourth and
on R pan of dough."
Kentecky avenue lot, near 13th
FIRST—The Rev S. B. Moore,
Broadway, 11 a. m.; Third and street, $400; $50 cash, balanc
Next advertisement he answered
e $5
The utilization of herring for a pastor. Subject: "Business in ChrisBroadway, 2 o'clock; inside meeting per month. Lot forty feet.
read: "How to double your money in
hauling.
Evening subject: "What
fertiliter has been stopped by the tianity."
six months." He was told to eonvert
Investment bargain, 5 houses, two
Think Ye of Christ?" The Junior at 3 p. in.; Fourth and Broadway. 7
Canadian ,government.
p.
inside meeting t p. m. Meet- lots betwen Tenessee and
Jones,
Endeavor society meets at
2:34)
nigiit except Monday. between 10th and 11th, all for $5,000
o'clock in the afternoon. Sunday jog every
one third cash; rent for $60e per
Headquarters
130 Broadway.
school at 9:3e o'clock.
year. Good renting neighborhood.
TENTH STREET — The Rev.
North 13th street, 4-room, hall
To overcome the- well-grounded and reasonable
Christi
an Science.
.
'1
objections of the George H. Farley, pastor. Morning
40 foot lot, $1,300; gooe home p.ace:'
. SERVICIES—Sunday, 11):30 a. m.:
more intelligent to the use of secret, medicinal
compounds, Dr. R. V. subject: "The Infallible Test." Evebetwen Flournoy end Faxon streets.'
ning subject: "The Suffering Sav- Wednesday, 7:3-0 p. me Sunday,
Pierce, of Buffalo, N. V., some time ago, decide
depends largely on its sanitary equipment.
Harrison street, monthly payment
d to make a bold deYou should be
ior—T
he Christ of,. Prophecy." All school 9:3',) a. m, Hall 527½ lots, betwen
parture from the usual course pursued by the
13th and 14th street.
exceedi
ngly
makers of put-up medi- cordial
careful
to have
Broadw
ay. Public invited.
ly invited to attend!
cines for domestic use, and so has published broadc
shade trees, lots 40x165; $400, $50
the bathroom as thoroughly modern as
ast and openly to the
MECHA
NICSBURG — Sunday
cash, the balance easy.
whole world, a full and complete list of all the
is possible to make it.
ingredients entering school will be held at 2:30 o'clock
Church Notes,
Cairo road, Roviandtown, 4-room
Into the composition of his widely celebrated
medicines. Thus he has in the afternoon.
The Woman's Home MISSI011 so- house, forty foot lot
We can solve the plumbing question for
$1,000, $150
taken his numerous patrons and patients into his
ciety of the Broadway
full confidence. Thus
Methodist cash, balance $12.50 a month.
you by having our skilled plumbers install
too he has abSolutely and completely removed his
church will meet Monday afternoon
Baptist.
South 5th street, 60:165 foot lot
medicines from among
"esedose Porcelain Enameled Plumbing
secret nostrums of doubtful merits, and made them
FPRST--The Rev. C,alvin
between Adams and Jackson, $2,000
M. at 3 o'clock at the church.
Remedies of Know's
Fixtures. A
Modern BathThompson, pastor. Morning subject:
Comtocition.
The Woman's Home
Missionary —one third cash.
•
room will add a wealth of health to your
"Constructing God's Pathway." Eve- society of the Trimble street auxilThey are now in a class all by thems
Madison street, 4-room house,
home and will increase its selling value as
elves—being absolutely
ning subject: "The Greatest Name in iary meets Monday afternoon at 2:341 northwest corner 9th. Joins city elecand in every sense Non-secret.
well. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
History." Special musical program o'clock with Mrs. P. L. Darnell, 913 tric light plant, 50 foot lot, $2,000,
By this bold step Dr. Pierce has shown that his formul
as are of such at evening service.
$200 cash balance $15 per month.
Clay street
excellence that he is not afraid to subject them to
the fullest scrutiny.
SereaND--The Rev. L. 0. Graham,
Trimble street lot, SOx150, North
So many false formulas and malicious • The
exact
side,
between 9th and 10th; brick
statements concerning his medicines gredients proportion of the several in- pastor. Services will be held mornFOUR ROOM HOUSE WANTED.
had been published through the con- well as theused in these medicines, as ing and evening.
side-walks; car line, $1,000, half cash
workin
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.1011111111e
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a
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from publicity that Dr. Pierce's
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day
school
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o'clock
%finabl
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e
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rights may not be infringed
e of I. C. shops. Will
'their 'exact composition, verifying the and
for poultry and fruit. •
trespassed upon by unprincipled noon. The Rev. Perry Martin, of pay $1,000 to 51,300 cash.
same under oath aa complete and cor- imitato
Telers
and
those
North 7th street, 50 foot residence
who may be pirati- Jackson, Tenn., will, preach in
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rect. This he has done and to the , dilly
Hollins
&
the
Bamberg, Real EsCapital
inclined.
$230,000.00
lot,
between Monroe and Madison,
complete discomfiture o .theme who had
tate and Rentals, Trueheart
Dr. John Fyfe, of Saugatuck, Conn., @veining on "Old Time Religion."
Surplus and undivided profits
assailed his good name/as well as the
100,000.00
$2,500
.
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Rev.
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I all right for
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chief ingredients of Dr. Pierce's FaTotal
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bottle of be. Pierce's Golden Medical the
homes for rent; lots 40x175, $300
Bolling, pastor.
vorite Prescription: "A remedy which
Morning subject: Glasgow?" The Native—"Ar, weel.
Discovery, the famous medicine for
Total resources
each.
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'weak stomach, torpid liver or bilious- invariably acts as a uterine invigorator -Christ's Final
Appeal." 4ventog this Is the real tae °temente, 'ye ken.
DIRECTORS:
Jeffers
on
street,
West
end,
ness and all catarrhal diseases wherever and always favors a condition which sermon evangelical.
50
ft.
hut
I wadna he sure that 'e're a'
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; .1. A.
corner lot Northwest corner 22nd
located, have printed upan it, in plain makes for normal activity of the entire
Pick-Me-4'p.
reproductive system, cannot fail to be
THIRD sTR.EnDT--Tlie Rev. P. H. elcht
Bauer, WholesalA l'ottery; Lodi. F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
English, a full and complete list of all of
street;
stone
sidewa
lk;
shade
trees.
great
usefuln
ess and of the utmost Fields, pastor. The revival contiuthe ingredients composing it, but a
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Fetter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
One of the best lots for reskiences In
importance to the general practitioner
small book has been compiled from of
ues. with great suocess. Tomorrow
Supplie
medicin
s; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
e."
the city of park to be made in Jefnumerous standard medieal works, of
"Ifelonias more fully answers the morning and evening the Rev. L. L
Muscoe Burnett, Sept. & Treas. Pad, Water Co.
all the different schools of practice,
ferson streetethis lot will not be on
containing very numerous extracts from above purpoees thee any other drug Pickett will preach. In the afterGEO. C. THOMPSON, president.—
the market 10 days; #1,000. Half
aeguntnted. In the noon at 2:3-0 o'clock he will
the writings of leading practitioners with which I
preach
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
cash.
of medicine, endorsing tot the strongest treatment of diseases peculiar to women to
men only on the subject: "The
itossible terms, each and every ingred- it is seldom that a case is aeon which
Broadway, No. 2402, 22,500, 21000
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
does
not prenent some indication for Devil's Three Eyes."
ient contained in Dr. Pierce's medicash, ha'ance easy. 5-room house;
cines. One of these little hnokin will be this remedial agent."
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Rev
fine condition, 2 porches, hall, good
"The following are among the leadmailed free to any one sending address
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TENNESSEE STREET—The Rev.
worth the money.
tain no alcohol, narcotics, mineral pression and irritability, associated with
Pealdent.
Cashier.
Aasitattnt Cleabler,
agents or other poisonous Cr injurious chronic diseases of the reproductive T. J. Owen preaches In the evening.
Broadway, No.
. $2,500, half
agents and that they are made from organs of women,constant sensation of
SALEM --The Rev. N. J. Naylor
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He Wants the World To know p1
Not Wa.uting.
I write this letter for publication
In most eases are direct results
because I feel it my duty to society:
of WMAK KIDNEYS and INFor over fourteen years I a as an inFLAMMATION OF THE BLADDER. The ittrain on the Kidvalid. I suffered so much I often Figuring on
Expensive Pro
neys and inflamed membranes
prayed for death. I spent thousands
By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEINI,
lining the neck of the Ala.ider
grow fur Summer
of dollars in search of health, was
producing the Pains.
Author of "Ilse Master Mummer.""A Prince of Sinners." "MyKerieue Mr.
treated by many prominent doctors
halskie' "Anna the A.deenturear." Et5.
and visited several watering places.
but was growing worse all the time. Will Spend More Than litt.5,000 on
Ceserfshe 1905. 111011. by LITTLE. BROWN. and COMPANY.
Last summer I heard a great deal of
Ness Built
Without Consid.
Rout Juice and I made it my busicri g Other Work.
ness to investigate every reported
cure. I was at last so well satisfied I
(Continued hose Iftteter07.)
"Yes. I know as much as that," Guy bought one dozen bottles. I had sufCHAPTER XXVII.
admitted.
fered so long I felt I wou:d not get ENT/MATE OF EXPENDITURES.
Two dosese give relief, and
movement,"
"This
T
"has
said.
the
duke
the
sport,
my
young
friend."
any good out of a small amount and
one box wil cure any ordinary
Halal murmured from the been looked upon with growiug dis- as I decided to ,give it a
cage of Kidney or Bladder
trial I dedepths of his basket chair, taste and disfavor in Russia. Russia
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
termined to try it. right. I do not yet
Somewhere in the no distant fuinevitable
traditional
enemy
and
is
Diabetes, Seminal
the
"I yield. yote without quesEmissions,
tion supremacy. Your rude games, of your ceuntry. Russia had, I Luffy go keeerw what my disease was as every ture, certain school trustees see a
Weak and Lame Back, Rheumatism and all Irregularities of the
trials mostly' of brute streegth, do not so far as to say, made up her Lulled for doctor diagnosed my case different. I deficit lying in wait for the school
•
Kidneys and Bladder in both
war with England very tiJOI1 after her can only give the symptoms and they budget, and
interest me. Your horeemanship
while their colleagues,
men and women. Sold at 50
must confess that I envy, and I tear first reverses at the hands of Japan. I were numerous 'My appetite was flushed with tht,
sight of $25,000
cents a box on the No Cure No
that you are a better shot. But two am telling you now what is a matter good at times and at other times I
real -dopars to spend, are thinking of
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
among
knowkeige
diplocommon
of
things remain to me."
had no ppetite. At times I would
store, Fourth and Broadway,
ways to spend it, they are consider"Only two" Guy murmured. "What matists when I tell you that it was the bloat so I could hardly
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
button my ing means of retrenching
country—of
attitude
leraucemy
of
against the
unexampled modesty."
by wail upon receipt of price to
vest, mucous would drop from my impending
time of want. Already the
"I can drive a racing automobile at which alone has stayed her hand."
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
down
head
in my throat especially in school board is
"This is very interesting," Guy said.
eighty miles an hour.. and with the
Ky.
figuring on spending
"even to me. who have never taken the morning. My breath was always something
foils I can play with you."
like $36,000 'of the $25,bad; I had a burning sensation In 000
ve•
"I give you the first," Gey answered, any interest in polities, but"—
realized from the sale of the
"Wait! Russia. as I say, found us in- my stomach most
"but I'm beginning to fancy myself a
of the time; • my Longfellow building,
and there are
CALLS SRS. EDDY PLOT VICTIM. bit with the sticks.
disposed
back
quarrel
to
in
her
any
Let's have a
kidneys gave me a great deal of indications
that the running expenses
with England. She turned then, of
bout"
trouble; I would often have to get up will run
abcut $8,000 beyond the
World Declares New York Leader of
"My (ear Guy," Henri exclaimed, course, to Germany. We became aware.
fifteen or twenty times during - thetbndget.-Seles,
purchased 'last 'fall:
"forgive me, but what a crude sugges- through ourFaith Is Undermining Her.
secret service, that some- night; I was constipated at times and
which have never been installed in
New York, May 11.—The World tion. The first breeze of the day is thing was on foot' between the two at other times my bowels
were too the High school, cost $900, and
jest coming up from the lake. Close countries. With
supour utmost vigilance
says;
loose; I nearly always had a dull plies are costing
your eyes as I do. Can't you catch we were unable to
this board like the
obtain any partiew
"Unthreading, knot by knot, and the perfume of the roses une the late lure It is you,
M. Poynton, who have heavy headache. After, taking a half mischief.
tangle by tangle, the amazing web lilac? Exquisite. In half an hour brought us the first information of a bottle of Root Juice I noticed imWhat is to become of the $25,000
you will see a new green in the woods definite character."
provement. I eused six bottles before I realized
of deceptIbn and intrigue which the
from the sale of the Longthere as the sun drops. This is silent
Guy looked' his amazement, but he stopped. All any friends in Marion
relatives of Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy
fellow building is shown in a degree
joy. You would exchange It for vul- said nothing.
know just how I was and I want the
now declare has been woven about gar movement."
by the following estimates:
"To you." the duke continued, "a seher by two sets of plotters, ex-Sena"I don't gee anything vulgar abotit cret meeting between these two mon- woeld to know how I ant now. I eat
Site Twelfth and Jackson streets,
tor William E. Chandler has made (endue." Guy replied. "It's all right archs may not sveto at all an astonish- well and sleep well: there is not an
within the last few days discoveries here of course, but lee getting stiff, ing thine. To us it it of the gravest ache or pain in my body. What a 84No
63t5eas and interest, Rowlandtown
am site, $2,200.
which confirm his opinion that Mrs.. and I haven't the appetite of it kitteu. political importanee. Some sort of an glorious gift is health, and I
I should like a good hour's bout, a understanding was arrived at between happy to say Root Juice gave me
Augusta E. Stetson, leader of the swim
Eight room building, Twelfth and
afterward In the baths and a rub them. What was it? That sheet of pa- mine. A. J. Donovan
Marion, Ind. Jackson streets, $17,000.
Christian Science church
New down. Come on, Henri! It'll make us per which
in
•
was once in your possession The Root Juice instroctors at Alvey
Plumbing, $1,000.
York. is the real head of the alleged as fit as possible."
might very possibly contain the clew. & List's
drug
store are fast proving
Henri shivered a little.
Fuur rooms' in Rowiandtown, $8,conspiracy and the , power that
Now you can-appreciate its importance
to the sick of Paducah the wonderful 000.
"My young friend," he murmured, to us."
moves Calvin A. Frye and others at
"you move me to despair. How can an
"What an ass I was not to take more merit of the great remedy that has
Completing
Pleasant View in their ,manipulation
McKinley
building,
alliance between nations with such care of it," Guy muttered.
created so much excitement through- three
rooms, $1,350.
of "the mind and fortune of the head contrary ideals be possible?
You
"There are other things to be consid- out the couhtry during the last year.
Furniseing them, $400.
of the church.
would desert a beautiful scene like this ered," the duke continued. "For the The instructors
will continue at AlExtending plumbing, $1,500.
"At a conference arranged with to gain by vulgar exercise an appetite last month every dockyard in Germany vey
& List's through all of next
Extending heating, $800.
great secrecy in tee Allyn House, that you may eat. Can't you realize has been working night anti day, and week.
Those who suffer with stomthe
crudeness
Three flights of stairs, $150,
of it? Yet 1 must re- we have authentic information as to a
Hartford, and which lasted nearly
member that you are my guest." he huge mobilization scheme which is al- ach, liver, kidney or blood troubles
Total, 836:035.
all one night last week. Senator Chan added,
striking the bell by his side. ready on foot. We might have wonder- should call on the instructors and
The McKinley school has an averdler obtained affidavits and a com- "Antoine shall prepare my linen clothes. ed
against whom these preparations investikate.
•
age of 32 to the room, while other
plete recital of the amazing testi- and I will give you a lesson: An
were intended but for you. As it is the
buildings have an average of 39 and
thony of two witnesses who declare tome." be added, half turning t3 the English geverpment has been fully
the'
40
The new school at Twelfth and
Seine."
manmervatit
who
stood
by his elbow, apprised of everything. Your magnifithat even twenty years ago Mrs. Stet"My what?" Guy exclaimed.
Jackson streets, will relieve
"my black linen fencing clothes and cent fleet, under the pretext of seeing
t loco:porn rd
the
_
Nit, while professing to be Mrs. Ed"Your body. We are going to stab Franklin building. The
shoes in the dressing room and have the Baltic squadron safely on its way.
new
eightdy's most loyal follower and the the floor iu the fencing
gallery ellen- has been gradually concentrated. From and drown you. Perhaps I should say room building, taking the place of
'Mother Chosen One,' was secretly kied with sand."
dispatches to the German ambassador we are going to discover you stabbed the six room Longfellow
huilding,
The man bowed, and Henri slowly which we have managed to intercept and drowned."
undermining Mrs. Eddy, ridiculing
and the four room building in RowGuy
half
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from
hie
rose
from
his
seat.
chair.
in
England we know that ills intended
her infirmities and sneering at her
lateltown will add six rooms to the
"I say"— he began.
"Don't bother about it, you )uow, if to raleeet •destis belli' during the pros
writings, while proclaiming herself
"I netel not deploin, of course," the capacity of the city schools, as lane,
you" Mind very muee." eitty said. enee of the squadron in British waters.
tt. be the superior teacher of the
"Would you rather have a game of bil- Quite unexpectedly, as it was hoped, duke continued, "that you will suffer it is believed, as will be required.
Christian Science faith.
or Money B a c
liards or a serim in the lake?"
The school heard is about to borGermany was to range herself on Itus- by proxy. The whole affair has been
Henri thrust his arm through his sla'e side" and strike against England: carefully arranged by the cotnnession. row $7,000 for maintaining the
Contract given, backed by 830000000 capttal mind 18 years' success
friend's.
We. Missile's nominal ally. have had no era of police. An aceount of your de schools, and.it looks
Subscribe for .The Sun.
as though some
"By no means." be answered. "If intimation of thin whatever. We are Inge strive you arrived in Paris will be of the extra work besides
that on the
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fear may not tiutte•
we are to do anything at all, we will apparently. left to ourseives—iguored.
new buildings will be postponed.
28 Colleges in 18 States. Indorsed by business tuer, No vacation
do the thing le which I excel. It feeds Our friendship with your eountry hae you, but you must remember that it Is
Bookkeeping. Short- completing course. For ."Catalogue
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that night, for on their way woes the
For the complete cure of Coughs, Colds,
"But
my
enemy.
In the eyes of the world France
sister?" Guy exclaimed.
Asthma, and Brotichit • an 1 all Lung cc,mhall the duke's owu servant intercepted
is to he made to appear ridiculous. The
"Concerning your sister." the duke nllinis tending inc nsumption. Liverwort,
them.
Tar and Wild Cherry have for aces mainGerman empire is to be ruled from continued. 'ewe have further explana tained an e•tablished reout•tion as• • taada,(1 lessee: Just as I wish to see a wedge Of
the most pathetic, and the wreck
"M. le Due," be announced, "desires
Loetion. and the Emperor Wilhelm's Huns, perhaps I should say apnlogies. rough Remedy It coniaMs no opium o- earn - driven
between the capitalist who is of his life the most complete
fat tir,,g can he even with
to speak with monsieur in the library."
to children.
that evknown ambition is to be realized."
to offer you at some future'elme. rol Price Ii 00. Sold by Alvey &safety
List.
Henri let go his friend's arne
oppresso: or swindler and the er occurred in Kansas politics. FolWilliams 1114 Co., Props., Cleveland,0.
"it sounds," Guy admitted. "like n the present this only. She is now in
1
swear
"I return to the terrace, mon atni," nightmare.
capitalist who strives to do right by lowing his forced retirement from
I knoe you foreigners all Paris. She Is to some extent In our
the
he said. "Yon can fetch me when my thlnk we
English are n lot too cock coullidence. and you shall see her with PRESIDENT DEFINES POSITION. all his fellows—the man who Is an senate and the
Bose Pains, Itebisg, Scabby skis
Republican
party
respected uncle has finished with you." sure, but we
Diseases.
have our own ideae you in the next few days."
American citizen first and a capital- Ross cante to New Mexico and began
Permanently cured by taking Botanic
M. le Due and M. Grbeion were still know, about any
attempt at invasion."
"And what are you going to do with
Blood Balm.. If you have aches and together. Immediately
ist second. And above all I want to working at the "case" in a printing
the
door
was
Congratulates Labor World "Editor
"I BM afraid," the duke geld. 'ghat me really?"-Guy asked.
pains in bones, back and Joints. Itching
eitpress my absolute agreement with office. Years later President Clevelicabby Skin, Blood feels hot or thin; closed the former turned to Guy.
when it comet to terowing a million
on View of Idaho Came.
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Swollen Glands. Risings and Bumps on
your final paragraph, running as fol- land appointed hint governor of New
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Mexico. He served four years, later
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The production of Indian corn in
Position. We hope they are innocent
and rich, completely changing the en- left the hotel," he answered. "It was derstand this—in the interests of your will be free to go where you please."
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an, will be proved to be so, but Portugal and possessions in
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free?"
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naked anx- and sent it to President Roosevelt.
tion. B. H. B. is the recognized blood elastic band. The man you sent Must that the fact of our knowledge
whtie- 'we want to point out Is that amounted to about 20,110.0.400 bushof this iously.
sernedy for these conditions.
Today
meeting should be kept a profound sehave missed it."
Mr. Pringle received the fol- their innocence of the preferred els, which large
"Certainly," the detente answered
Cures Itching Eczema.
crop restricted the
cret."
The duke shook his head.
Botanic Blood Sales cools tha blood, mid acts
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charge against them will not, in our demand for foreign corn,
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Can be obtained at a
moment's notice. The
heater can be attached to any boiler.
Let us show you one
in operation at 406
Broad way.

The Paducah Light & Power Co,
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Another Week of Surprising May Sale Bargains

Many months ago we bought right and left for this great May Sale. Much of the
merchandise we are now selling cannot be replaced for the
price we are selling it. Manufacturers are very
obliging, but what they tell us when tersely stated sounds like, "Take whatever you
car. get, pay the advance or do without." Our May Sale prices
mean much greater savings than our buying
public can understand, without a more thorough knowledge of the rapid
advances taking place in raw materials and their manufactured products.
Any merchandise bought here now at our May
Sale prices is a great investment. Wonderful stocks, big assortments, impressive
values, convincing prices -all invite you here.
Stylish alillinery for the May Sale.
Cases full of charming hats. The
season's best, great assortments of
the new the correct and approved
shapes and styles. All priced at prices
that make it to your best interest to
buy here.
Great Dress Goods Special in the May
Sodie.
One table of $1.25 values at 98c.
One table of $1.00 values at 75e.
Oae table of 69c values at 50c.
One table of extra values at 49c.
One table of excellent values at
24c.

25c Zephyr Ginghams at 15c.
25c Checked and Gray Suitings at
15c.
15c Flowered, figured
scrolled,
dotted and ring lawns at lee.
35c pure Irish linen white lawns
27 1-2c.
35c pure Irish linen
ings, 27 1-2c.

white suit-

June Fashion Plates ready for this
week.
A May Sale of Manning Waists.
Anothar big purchase of new upto-date styles in white lawns, white

bat,sie and Jap silk, ready for next
week's selling.
We are doing a phenomenal waist
business. The charming styles, the
savings in the price, are the' inducements.
Stylish lawn 75c, 90e $1, $1.25
$1.35, $1.50, $1.75, $1.85, $2, $2.25,
$2.75, $3, $3.25.
Stylish lace and net waists $3.50
$5 and $6.
Stylish Jap silk waists $2, $s2.45,
$2.65, $2.55, $3„$3.25, $3.50, $4,
$4.25, $5 and $6.

WOMEN'S SUITS.
The Great May Sale of Women's
spring Suits at the Lowest Prices
Ever Offered Betom--Will Continue Next Week.
Nothing like them ever attempted
before at $7.50, $9.95, $12.50,
$17.50, $1.50 and $24.
A May Sale of Slippers and Shoes.
A big variety of styles.
Our prices range from $3, $3.50
and $4 down. Our lines at $1.50,
$1.75, $2 and $2.50 are great.
They carry the manufacturer'

name. Thousands of men,
women
and children walk on Harbour's
shoes. If they are good enough for
them they are good enough for you.
Clothing in the May Sale.
Men's $12 and $13 suits for only
$7.50.
Men's $14 and ;15 sults for only
$10.
Men's $18 and $20 suits for only
$15.
Boys' Washable Sults.
Big stock here and more on the
way for the May sale. Prices from
50c up by easy stages to $2 a suit.

Harbour's Department Store
JACKSON TEAM

Metropolis Blues and Culleys Will
Cross Bats At League Grounds
Sunday.

A great stock out of the ordinary
qualities at 25 and 50c.
Mattings for the May Sale.
New China and Japanese mattings
Just received. Have been on the way
from the orient since the second of
February. We contracted for them
this May one year ago. Had to own
them right, Whatever saving we have
made in the buying we now give to
our COTO1-ners. Special May sale
prices 17 1-2c, 19 1-2c and 24e a
yard.

North Third Street
JUST OFF BROADWAY

American Association
Milwaukee-Loulsville,wet grounds,
no game.

"A Useful Ornament"

•
WILL PLAY IN PADUCAH SERIES
COMMENCING MAY la.

Men's Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers.

Don't install a telephone with an ornamental value
only, but have the East Tennessee installed then
you have both an ornament and a useful article.
You can call 3,000 Paducah Subscribers in uldition
to the millions of long distance connections.

St. Paul
Toledo

6
.0

Fountain Pen Talk

Minneapolis
Columbus

.6
.3

And a Guarantee That Makes You Satisfied

Kansas City
Indianapolis

8
2

EAST TENNEWERLEPHONE CO.
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, May
19, 20 and 21, Paducah fans will be

RIVER NEWS

W

HEN you buy a Fountain Pen from us you
can give it a thorough trial, test it in every
way,
find out if the point suits you, see how perfect
ly it feeds, see thatit does not leak or overflow-in fact, you are to be your own judge
as to whether or not you have exactly the
pen you
want. If it does not suit you in every particu
lar, return it and GET YOUR MONEY.
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21.2
0.3
fall
city, and will be taken to New
ville Sunday night and leave Mon- much
trip.
change during the next 24 York
Mt. Vernon .,
21.2 ... fall day mornin
on Monday to be tapered for
g for Clarksvi'lle.
Tomorrow the Ctrileys against
hours.
the
Paducah
R H Z
.29.8 0.6 rise
St.
Louis-Washington
game,
,
no
sale.
The Peters Lee arrived today
Metropolis Blues is the program
at Boston
The Mississippi, from Chest r to
5 6 1 rain.
from Cincinnati and left directly for
Wallace park. Hart and Block
The owner is Mrs. Bona Burwell
will Cincinnati
Cairo, will continue rising durin the
Business around
6
Chicago-Philadelp
11
2
hia,
'cold,
the
river
no
this
Memphis.
do the work for the locals
Todd, of Owensboro, granddaughter
and Dye
Batteries-- !Andaman, 'Flaherty game.
morning was fairly active. The river
next 24 hours.
and Doyle, the invincible
of William A. Burwell, in 1804 and
Official' Femur/Rs.
Illinois bat- and Brown; Coakley and Schlei.
rose 0.6 since yesterday bringing the
Detroie-Boston. snow, no game.
The Wabash, at Mt. Carmel, no
The Ohio, at Evansville and
1805 Secretary to Thomas Jeffeaeon,
Mt. material change.
stage up to 29.8. ,Rain fell without
Vernon will rise during the
and once a member of congress.
next
intermission all day yesterday to the
several days. At Paducah, no
mateextent of .60 inches. May 11 last
The book has been in Mrs. Todd's
rial change during the next
Ancient Shakespeare Found.
24
year the stage was 14.7.
family
for more than 20t.) years, and
hours. At Cairo, will continu
e rising
A folio edition of 'Shakespeare, until a year ago lay
Considering the prelude of rain,
on the shelf of
during the sext 24 to 36
hours, but bearing date of 1685 and said to be the old
the excursion carried out on the "J.
home place at Bedford City.
at a decreasing rate. •
similar to the one for which J. Pier- Va.-Louisville
S." last night was satisfactory. Probspecial to New York
The Tennessee, at Florenc
e, will punt Morgan paid $10,01)0, has been
ably two hundred enjoyed the excurSun.
sion. The "J. S." left early this
morning for Evansville to run an excursion and will go from there to
Nashville. Returning here next Thursday, the "J. S." will run an excursion for a church society.
Gent's showboat will be lifted out
Do you own a house or a lot within a radius of five blocks
on the dry docks Monday for caulkof the Postoffice.
If you have a good brick house in desirable locatio
ing. The showboat is nearing complen and worth $6,000 we can sell it.
tion and will start out sometime next
We have a customer waiting now. Both phones 127.
month. The ;sloxall was let off the
Do you want to sell a house of three or four rooms on paymen
t of $20 cash and
dry docks this morning early.
PO per month. Our client will pay WO to $1,000.
It is reported that Joe KratsinFarm wanted at once. Not less than 50 nor more than
ger, well known here as the Norwe100 acres within nine
or ten miles of city. Call us at once.
gian who stayed around the wharfWe can sell your house on Jefferson street. We have
boat so long, has been made head
a customer for five or
mate on the Spread Eagle. "Jo-Jo",
six- room house East of Eighteenth on Jefferson.
Will pay $3,500 to $4,000.
as he was known, left on the Spread
Eagle when that packet went to St.
Louis from winter quarters.
The T. H. Davis was expected to
arrive at Joppat today after a trip
We are trying to satisfy one of our clients with a four room
cottage in good
to New Orleans with a Chicago and
neighborhood and within a reasonable distance of I.
C. shops. Will pay $1,000 to
Eastera
Illinois railroad transfer
$1,300 cash.
barge. On this barge were several
sleepers and a dining ear of the railAfternuun and Night
road officials. 41'hey made the trip
down by river for the novelty of the
experience and the cars were Jis-emWe have a buyer for a five or six-room resid-nee betwee
n Broadway and Trimtutored at New Orleans. The Davis
ble streets. Your house may exactly fill the requirements.
has made the round trip In 26 days.
Submit your offers at
once.
Roy Broadfoot has returned
by
rail from Memphis after successfully
taking the West Kentucky Coal coinpany'e tug, A. J. Beardsley, down to
that point.
What have you to offer in a four or five room house near
The Liztie B. archbold
will go
I. C. shops for III,500/
We want it quick.
down to Brookport today after getting repairs at the ways. Another
barge of the West Kentucky Coal
.ornpany was taken out on the ways
vesterday.
The Vincennes left for the Tennessee river after a tow yesterday.
What have you to Bell in the way of a five to seven -room house
The Russell Lord got away early
on these terms?
today for St. Louis with ties.
Property must be located in good locality and worth the money
asked. Would con
The Scotia left for the Tennessee
Bider South Side as far down as Sixth and Tennessee. It
will cost you nothing to
river as far as Riverton for ties, this
investigate this proposition and it may result in a
quick gale. We have both
,norning.
phones I'se them-No. 127.
The Raltfilo from the Tennesee
•iver and the Savannah from
St.
Louis will meet here Sunday. The
will go to St. Louis and the
lavannah to the Tennessee river.
Business has been good with the
Kentucky all day for the Tennessee
river trip tonight.
The Chattanooga Is expected
to
arrlSe Sunday night from Chattanooga, or the Avalon, if the Chattanooga
was injured so that she cannot
oo MP.
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D. E. WILSON, The

BASEBALL NEWS,

Book and Music Man

WE HAVE CUSTOMERS
For the Following Property:

4

FIRST ANNUAL

mn3s,c

Four Room House Wanted

FESTIVAL
At

Wallace Park

Five or Six Room Residence Wanted

Friday, May 24

$1,500

INNEi BAND

$500 Cash, Balance $50 Per Month With
Interest

Orchestral Band--60 Players

7 World Famous Soloists and Festival Chorus
50c Center section seats . 50c
25c For side section seats 25c

H. C. HOLLINS

Apply for Railroad and Steamboat Rate
s

Trueheart Building.

The Condor came up -from Jopira
••••

o•O

